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Tuberculosis in children – Need for urgent roadmap
under Revised National Tuberculosis Control
Programme
The urgency of the problem of tuberculosis (TB) in children,
which relegated in the shadows for centuries ever since
mankind has known TB, seems to have finally got its much
deserved global spotlight. TheWHO has declared that the goal
of reaching zero TB deaths among children worldwide is
within our grasp.1 The first-ever targeted roadmap outlines
steps to end childhood TB deaths in 'The Roadmap for
Childhood Tuberculosis: Towards Zero Deaths'.2

TheWHO estimates TB in children accounts for 6–10% of all
TB cases that occur globally every year, alarmingly rising up to
as much as 40% in countries with a high rate of TB disease; at
least 5 lakh children get sick with TB worldwide every year
with more than 74,000 of them dying; these estimates only
include those in Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)-
negative children, the incidence with AIDS catapulting to
almost 500 times more accounting for about 30% of AIDS
deaths.1 There is increasing recognition of the global burden of
TB in children as well as its impact on child health and now it
is thought to be of a higher magnitude than what was hitherto
reported. The new estimates using mathematical modeling
indicate that over 650,000 childrendevelopTB every year in the
22 High Burden-Disease countries (HBCs), almost 25% higher
than the 2012 WHO estimates of 530,000 cases.3 Researchers
fromHarvard have estimated that the total number of children
newly infected with TB is twice that estimated by the WHO
in 2011 and thrice of that which gets notified/year.4 In 2012,
81,482 pediatric cases were notified in India accounting for 7%
of all notified TB cases.5 Pediatric TB reflects recent infection
and therefore represents continuing transmission in the
population and the prevalence of the disease in adults.

Several technical difficulties compound the challenges of
diagnosing TB in children: diverse, relatively nonspecific
clinical presentation, variable interpretation of overlapping
clinical manifestations especially in the context of co-existing
malnutrition/HIV, difficulty of obtaining specimens, variable
interpretation of chest radiographs, paucibacillary disease,
and relatively low rates of bacteriological confirmation.
Hence, it is easy to overdiagnose as well as underdiagnose.
Poverty, ignorance, and limited access to health care services
compound the difficulties further. More recently, high-tech
diagnostics approaches such as real-time PCR (GeneXpert/
Xpert MTB/RIF), E-nose, and infrared spectroscopy are gaining
relevance. With the GeneXpert which is a fully automated
real-timeDNA-based test, both TB and resistance to rifampicin
can be detected in less than 2 h with minimal hands-on
technical time. It is a simple diagnostic tool that could widely
be implemented potentially impacting on TB control.6 The
GeneXpert assay can be utilized on nonsputum samples
from patients with paucibacillary extra-pulmonary TB where
sputum sampling is impractical, like in children and thus
may yield improved diagnostic rates in them.7 The recent
WHO recommendation is to use Xpert MTB/RIF rather than
conventional microscopy and culture as the initial diagnostic
test in all children suspected to have multidrug-resistant
(MDR)-TB or HIV-associated TB, or in cases of TB meningitis
testing CSF; however, WHO cautions that access to conven-
tional microscopy, culture, and drug susceptibility testing
(DST) is still needed for monitoring of therapy, prevalence
surveys, and/or surveillance and in cases where resistance
to drugs other than rifampicin are suspected (including
second-line anti-TB drugs).

WHO recommends the use of one sputum specimen for
diagnostic testing, given the resource implications of using
multiple specimens.8 The Cochrane Diagnostic Test Accuracy
(DTA) Review summarizes evidence from 18 cross-sectional,
randomized, and cohort studies that included 7816 adult
participants from 27 diverse centers, confirming the high
sensitivity and specificity of Xpert MTB/RIF for detecting MTB
in culture-positive sputum samples: for those studies that
used Xpert MTB/RIF either for initial or add-on testing
algorithms, specificity was noted to be 98%; in patients with
suspected smear-negative TB, sensitivity was 88% for initial
testing and 67% for add-on testing; in patients with HIV
infection, sensitivity was 80%. The high sensitivity of Xpert
MTB/RIF makes this diagnostically useful in the diagnosis of
TB in people with HIV co-infection, where the sensitivity
of smear microscopy alone is low. Rifampicin resistance can
be detected accurately (sensitivity 94%; specificity 98%) within
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a few hours making Xpert MTB/RIF a boon, given the obstacles
of diagnosing drug resistance using traditional methods.9 A
feasibility and impact study in India, using a single Xpert MTB/
RIF test offered for TB case finding at decentralized laborato-
ries across 18 sites, found a 7.2% increase in the diagnostic
yield compared to smear microscopy; 22,345 pulmonary TB
cases and 1738 suspected drug-resistant (DR-TB) cases were
tested between March and October 2012. 4422 of the 22,345 TB
suspected cases were confirmed as having TB when the
Xpert MTB/RIF tests were used, with a 20% positivity rate as
compared to the smear microscopy that yielded a positivity
rate of only 12.8% on the same sputum specimens; Xpert MTB/
RIF also diagnosed 569 cases of rifampicin-resistant TB (293
among the suspected TB cases and 276 among suspected
DR-TB cases). Regarding the feasibility of deploying Xpert
MTB/RIF at decentralized level, the study found that each of
the 18 sites could do 5000 tests per month with minimally
modified infrastructure and human resources and major
cartridge wastage could be avoided if 2 h of back-up electricity
could be supplied. The 93% interpretable results from the first
test could be increased to 99% on a repeat test.10

It remains to be seen how this valuable tool can be
integrated into national programmes in high burden coun-
tries, especially in areas and populations where it is most
needed for early detection and management which is crucial
to curtail this growing epidemic.

Also, a newly developed sputum-independent immunodi-
agnostic T-cell Activation Marker – Tuberculosis (TAM-TB)
assay, a rapid and accurate blood test that yields resultswithin
24 h featuring excellent specificity and similar sensitivity
to culture, has the potential to improve the diagnosis of active
TB in children.11

TB can bemore severe and progress to deathmore rapidly in
HIV-infected children. Both infections require multi-drug-
therapies,making drug-to-drug interactions and drug toxicities
and treatment adherence more complicated. Appropriately
dosed new, shorter, all-oral fixed-dose-combinations with
better safety and tolerability profile that are effective against
all forms of TB and available in pediatric formulations are
urgently needed in children to lower toxicity, pill burden, and
frequency of medication administration, all factors extremely
important for better adherence and clinical outcomes. These
children should be followed carefully not only to ensure
adequate nutrition/adherence and monitor side effects, but
also to ensure treatment completion, minimizing the risk of
emergence of drug-resistant disease thereby enhancing TB
control.12

For the first time in over 40 years, a new TB drug with a
novel mechanism of action – bedaquiline, a diarylquinoline
antibiotic, was granted accelerated approval by the United
States Food andDrug Administration in December 2012 as part
of combination therapy to treat adults with multidrug-
resistant pulmonary TB when other alternatives are not
available.13 It is important to include children early in clinical
trials and many drugs and new compounds are currently
under different phases of preclinical and clinical evaluation for
the treatment and prevention of pediatric TB.14

An emerging threat is the rise of drug-resistant TB. A recent
reviewprovides contextualized estimates ofMDRTB incidence
in children to be about 32,000 in 2010 and also points out that
all cases ever reported in literature represent only 2% of
estimated new cases/year.4 A study fromMumbai showed that
the burden of drug-resistant TB among HIV-infected patients
attending public ART-centers in Mumbai was alarmingly high,
likely representing ongoing transmission in the community
and health facilities.15

The WHO recommends isoniazid preventive therapy for
child contacts of drug-sensitive TB patients,8 but no such
recommendation exists for child-contacts of drug-resistant TB
patients. It is imperative to rapidly identify and screen all
children exposed to household contacts of drug-resistant TB
and either treat or put them on prophylactic therapy. It is very
important to identify and validate TB drugs/regimens that can
be used to prevent disease in these child-contacts of drug-
resistant TB patients. Currently, they are treated empirically
according to the drug susceptibility result of the likely source
case as they are likely to become infected with the same
resistant strains and often cultures cannot be obtained. One
study found 6 months of daily ofloxacin, ethambutol, and
high-dose isoniazid was well tolerated in children with
household exposure to MDR TB and few children developed
TB or died16; evaluation and substantiation with more studies
could throw more light for preventive therapy in children
exposed to MDR-TB. With rapid diagnosis and appropriate
treatment, outcomes in majority of children with MDR TB and
even extensively drug-resistant TB are good, despite limited
pharmacokinetic data on second-line drugs.17

Children frequently escape the attention of TB control
programsbecausechildrenare ineffective transmitters.The fact
that themorbidityandmortalityofTB ishigher inchildhoodand
also acquisition of TB infection during childhood contributes to
the future reservoirs of epidemics makes it imperative to
identify and treat children and their families for TBelimination.
There is an urgent need for a better preventive vaccine for TB as
there has been escalation in incidence of TB despite good BCG
coverage rates in many developing countries and also there
is a potential for disseminated BCG disease in the context of
HIV infection. Meticulous screening of children in high-risk
situations with a high degree of suspicion and appropriate
chemoprophylaxis/treatment can decrease the disease burden.
The interruptionof the chain of transmissionof TBby providing
effective treatment is the best way to prevent TB. From the
public health point of view, the goals should be to reduce
deaths, sickness, and prevent disease transmission, while
simultaneously tackling the growing threat of drug-resistant
TB. Mankind has suffered from TB since time immemorial and
it ishigh time this scourge is curbedeffectively thereby reducing
human suffering as well as the socioeconomic burden it brings
along with it on families, communities, and nations. The due
recognition of the importance of childhood TB along with
ongoing progress in diagnostic, management, and preventive
strategies, coupled with a strong family/community-oriented
approach to contact-tracing with effective interruption of
transmission will go a long way in curbing this disease which
is largely preventable and curable. The importance of providing
ongoing psychosocial support to help ameliorate the negative
effects of psychological, academic, and financial impacts on
these children and their families cannot be overemphasized. It
is therefore essential that revised national tuberculosis pro-
gramme encompasses all these factors includingMDR issues in
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pediatric population and develops the road map for its early
control.
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The availability of Xpert MTB/RIF has greatly influenced the
diagnosis and management of people with pulmonary tuber-
culosis. Thismolecular test identifiesMycobacterium tuberculosis
DNA in sputum, provides information on the susceptibility of
the bacterium to rifampicin, and gives results in less than two
hours. Notwithstanding the major advantage of reliability and
speed, it is an expensive test and affordability is a major
concern. Though companies in addition to Cepheid are develop-
ing similarmachines, the costs of these tests are still quite high,
over $10, despite being subsidized. Though research is in
progress to develop new diagnostics and address some of the
drawbacks of Xpert, it is unlikely that an equally good test at an
affordable price would become available soon. The question,
therefore, is how do we maximize the benefits of existing test.

In countries like India, where the burden of TB is high, the
criteria for identifying individuals who are suspected to
have pulmonary tuberculosis and are advised to undergo a
diagnostic test are nonspecific. Since most people suspected
of having TB do not have TB, it is not cost effective to have
costly confirmatory tests run on their sputum samples. A
policy to have a strategy to use a triaging would help in
judicious use of expensive confirmatory tests.
* Correspondence to: B-95, Gulmohar Park, New Delhi 110 049, India. T
E-mail address: drlalitkant@gmail.com
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Can we rule out TB before subjecting an individual to a
more expensive test?

Yes, by using a triage strategy.
Triage is a process of sorting affected people into groups

based on their need for or likely benefit from immediate
medical treatment. Triage has been conventionally used in
battlefields, emergency rooms, or in disaster sites when
limited medical resources must be allocated to the most in
need. If an inexpensive triage test is positive, only then would
amore expensive andmore specific confirmatory test be done.
If the triage test is negative, it would mean excluding the
disease. The sensitivity of the triage test would be maximized
at the expense of specificity,while specificity is a trade-offwith
the cost. Triaging in tuberculosis is an exciting and relatively
new preposition and has attracted considerable interest.

The importance of community-based triage test for
identifying people suspected of having TB was highlighted
in a report of consensus achieved at a meeting, convened by
WHO on high-priority target product profiles for new tubercu-
losis diagnostics.1 The report has identified a triage test as
one of the four high-priority target product profiles to guide
the development of new diagnostics for tuberculosis. Ideally,
el.: +91 98685 02018.
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‘‘a triage test needs to be a simple low-cost test that can be
used by first-contact providers in the community (such as
community health workers) to rule out TB (that is, to identify
people who are triage-test negative) and direct individuals
who require further evaluation (that is, those who are triage-
test positive) to a confirmatory test (such as the Xpert MTB/RIF
assay or similarmolecular test). Triage testing could take place
at the same level of care as confirmatory testing, especially in
settings that see a large number of patients (such as outpatient
clinics), but typically a triage test is conceived to be used at
lower levels of care. . .’’

It lists out six key performance and operational character-
istics of the triage test. One of the requirements is that a triage
test should optimally have a sensitivity of more than 95%
(minimum >90%) and specificity of >80% (minimum >70%) as
compared with the confirmatory test for pulmonary tubercu-
losis. The cost of the triage test should ideally be<US$1, and in
any case should not be more than US$2.

A modeling exercise has been done to inform the selection
and development of particular diagnostics as a triage test by
exploring combinations of sensitivity, specificity, and cost at
which a hypothetical triage test will improve affordability of
the Xpert assay. In a decision analytical model parameterized
for three countries including India, the investigators compared
a diagnostic algorithm in which a cohort of patients with
presumptive TB received Xpert to a triage algorithm whereby
only those with a positive triage test were tested by Xpert. A
triage test with sensitivity equal to Xpert, 75% specificity, and
costs of US$5 per patient tested would be able to reduce total
diagnostic costs by almost a third in the Indian settings. They
concluded that a triage test strategy could potentially improve
the affordability of Xpert for TB diagnosis, particularly in low-
income countries and with enhanced case-finding.2

As of today, no triage test exists for tuberculosis. But, there
are several in the pipeline. Some are based on detection of
biologic markers in body fluids (for example C-reactive
proteins, procalcitonin, neoptin, CXCL10) while others are
new technologies.3 Some or most of them do not meet the
specifications of a triage test, but may, however, be modified
in future into a triage test.

The test that come closest to a triage test are chest X-ray
(CXR).

CXR has been used to detect abnormalities in lung to
diagnose tuberculosis. Several technological hurdles have
hindered the widespread application of CXRs in resource-
limited settings. It is difficult to have data on the sensitivity
and specificity for CXR due to variations in study populations
and methods used; it is generally agreed that chest X-rays
have relatively high sensitivity for TB (80–95%), but modest
specificity (70–75%), as several other lung diseases can cause
similar X-ray abnormalities. Therefore, chest X-ray is not a bad
triage tool, and can identify those who require confirmatory
testing. Onemajor problemwithCXR remains: an expert needs
to interpret the images. But the situation is changing.

The advances in digital technology have made chest X-rays
cheaper and easier to use because films and chemicals are no
longer needed and are more reliable because automatic
exposure control largely avoids unreadable images. Today,
CXR is becoming more accessible in remote settings due to
technological advances. With a portable digital X-ray, even
remote groups can be screened at low cost, as the incremental
costs of digital X-ray are very low. Digitalization has also made
it possible to score chest radiographs automatically using
computer-aided diagnosis software programs. It has decreased
the dependency on radiologist or a physician to read an X-ray.

Computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) is a relatively young
technology. It employs artificial intelligence, pattern recogni-
tion, and machine learning techniques to automatically
identify radiological markers of abnormality. Commercial
CAD software platforms are now available and routinely used
in resource-rich settings for radiological assessment of digital/
computed X-ray/MRI/CT scans for breast/lung/prostrate/colon
cancers, coronary artery disease, congenital heart disease, and
nuclear medicine. However, development of CAD for TB has
been a recent phenomenon.

Computer aided diagnosis (CAD) software can immediately
analyze these digital images and give a probability percentage
normal vs. abnormal consistent with TB. The digital image can
be interpreted on the spot within seconds to recognize image
patterns consistent with TB.

Presently there is only one commercial Computer Aided
Diagnosis for pulmonary tuberculosis (CAD4TB) detection
platform available globally from Delft Imaging Systems. The
software can run only on digital X-ray system made by a
specific manufacturer. It is learnt that in India, AdvenioTec-
nosys has also developed a CXR lung abnormality detection
CAD algorithm. The Indian company has attempted to
improve upon existing system by addressing its shortcomings.
It aims to provide aCADassisted detection of TB fromdigital X-
rays with �90% sensitivity and �80% specificity. The platform
is now ready for validation.

The first CAD4TB prototype software was developed and
field tested in 2010. Asmore experiencepours in, the software is
being constantly improved and several versions have been
developed since then. The objective of the developmental
research is to achieve an electronic TB screening capabilitywith
a sensitivity of 90% and a specificity of 80%. Within just two
minutes from exposure, the software automatically analyses
chestX-rays, detectsabnormalities, and indicates the likelihood
of active TB. In various studies, CAD4TB has been shown to be
as accurate as trained human readers to detect abnormalities
consistent with TB, confirming that CAD can be used cost
effectively as a triage tool for Xpert eligible subjects.

CAD4TB was evaluated on chest radiographs of patients
with symptoms suggestive of pulmonary tuberculosis enrolled
in two cohort studies in Tanzania. The system accurately
distinguished between the chest radiographs of culture-
positive TB cases and controls.4

A prospective study to determine the sensitivity and
specificity of a CAD4TB program for scoring chest X-rays of
presumptive tuberculosis (TB) patients compared to Xpert
MTB/RIF (Xpert) was carried out in Lusaka, Zambia. The study
showed that the CAD program had high sensitivity but low
specificity. The investigators concluded that the use of CAD
with digital CXR has the potential to increase the use and
availability of chest radiography in screening for TB where
trained human resources are scarce.5

Triage tests open a newwindow of opportunity to maximize
theusageofexpensive confirmatory tests for tuberculosis. These
testswouldbemostuseful forhigh-burdenresource-constrained
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countries like India. In view of the advantages it offers, use of
digital X-rays is becoming common in the private sector. The
Central and the State Governments are also floating tenders for
purchase of digital X-ray machines. Hopefully, computer-aided
diagnosis platforms developed abroad and/or in India would be
soon available at competitive prices. The RNTCP should review
the strategy of using triage test(s) keeping in mind the potential
benefits it offers in terms of reduction in costs for the program
and the workload of health-care staff, and the increase in the
number of patients who would be identified as having TB and
put on treatment. It should also view the advantages that the
technology offers in light of shortage of radiologists, and
physicians to interpret an X-ray. Simultaneously, research
agencies should put into action programs for validation of
available systems in Indian conditions, look into the cost-
effectiveness, and operational and ethical aspects of the use
of CAD in India.
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Understanding of the pathogenesis of tuberculosis began with
the work of Rene Theophile Laennec at the beginning of the
19th century and was advanced further by the demonstration
of the transmissibility ofMycobacterium tuberculosis infectionby
Jean-Antoine Villemin in 1865 and the identification of the
tubercle bacillus as the etiologic agent by Robert Koch in 1882.1

Epidemiological data from the WHO show that in 2013, 9
million people fell ill with Tuberculosis (TB) and 1.5 million
died from the disease,with 95%of deaths occurring in low- and
middle-income countries. TB is the second greatest killer
worldwide due to a single infectious agent, being surpassed by
only HIV/AIDS.2

The natural history of TB begins with the inhalation of
aerosol droplets of Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MTb) by the
human host. The resulting innate as well as adaptive immune
response, between the host and (MTb), leads to one of four
possible outcomes3 (see Fig. 1a and b):
(a) im
*

http
001
mediate or early clearance,

(b) p
rogressive primary infection,

(c) la
tent infection, and

(d) b
reakdown of latent infection leading to reactivation

disease.

(a) Immediate or early clearance is orchestrated by innate
immune mechanisms. The cell wall of MTb is endowed with
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glycolipids, lipoarabinomannan, lipoproteins, etc., which
serve as pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs)
and they bind to pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) found on
the surface or in the cytosol of innate cells – the alveolar
macrophages being the primary target and possibly the
epithelial cells of the lung also. The PRRs include the
transmembrane Toll-like receptors (TLRs), the cytosolic
nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain (NOD)-like recep-
tors, and C-type lectins. These PRRs bind to the PAMPs
expressed by Mtb, and initiate pro-inflammatory cytokine
signals that influence mycobacterial killing and clearance.
Specifically, TLR2 binds lipoarabinomannan, and as a dimer
with TLR6 binds MTb lipoprotein. These signals are transmit-
ted via MyD88 pathways leading to transcription of nuclear
transcription factor-KB (NF-kB) culminating in production of
inflammatory cytokine secretion, particularly tumor necrosis
factor-a (TNF-a).4,5 TNF-a is a very important and potent
cytokine involved in MTb elimination. TLR 4 activation by
lipoproteins leads to interleukin 1b (IL-1b) production. TLR8
and TLR9 are endosomally located and so are able to detect the
nucleic acids of MTb derived from intraphagosomal degrada-
tion of the MTb. NOD-like receptor activation also recruits the
inflammasome pathway, activates caspase-1, and generates
active IL-1b. The clinical importance of this pathway is
underscored by the fact that polymorphisms of this pathway,
specifically caspase recruitment domain – containing protein
724 3847.
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Fig. 1 – (a) Both, innate and adaptive immune mechanisms, are operative in humans after inhalation of MTb. At this stage,
infection is primarily of alveolar macrophages and subjects are asymptomatic. Activation of macrophages is important for
early clearance (EC), through recognition of MTb via surface, cytosolic, or phagosomal PRRs. This promotes killing of
intracellular MTb by phagosomal acidification, hydrolytic enzymes, and generation of reactive nitrogen and oxygen
intermediates. Also, antimicrobial peptides and autophagy promotemycobacterial killing and both are induced by vitamin D.
Alternatively, infection is favored if the macrophage's initial interaction with MTb is via ligation of the mannose receptor
(MR). This promotes uptake of MTb without immune recognition and inhibition of phagolysosomal fusion. Infected
macrophages undergo apoptosis and express adenosine triphosphate and phosphatidyl serine. This attracts monocytes and
neutrophils that engulf the infected cell and deploy oxidative killingmechanisms to achieve clearance. Activated neutrophils
secrete antimicrobial peptides cathelicidin, human neutrophil peptides, and Lipocalin 2 to kill infectedmonocytes. Sustained
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8, are associated with risk ofMTb in HIV-infected subjects.6 On
the other hand, when MTb is recognized by mannose receptor
(MR) as well as dendritic cell-specific intracellular adhesion
molecule 3-grabbing nonintegrin called (DC-SIGN), an anti-
inflammatory signal, like Type I interferon, is generated that
impairsMTb killing and favors mycobacterial persistence. The
resulting balance between these two opposing pathways
determines the net outcome – early clearance promoted by
TNF-a and IL-1b versus Type 1 IFN that leads to MTb
persistence and disease exacerbation.7

Mycobacterial killing is a vital step in elimination or
decreasing the MTb reservoir. MTb killing is promoted by H+-
ATPase and cathepsin produced in the phagolysosomes.
Reactive oxygen intermediates (ROI), derived from NADPH
oxidase,andreactivenitrogenintermediates (RNI),derived from
nitric oxide synthetase (NOS), are lethal to MTb. There is
epidemiologicevidencesupporting the importanceofRNIs inTB
control. Freidman and colleagues found that a common drug-
susceptible strainofMTb, found in late 1990s inNewYorkCity (C
strain), was resistant to RNI generated in vitro and was
associated with injection drug use.8 Ehrt and associates used
this strain to identify a novel gene called noxR1.9 Expression of
this gene in nonpathogenic strains of E. coli or M. smegmatis
resulted in increased resistance to RNIs and ROSs in vitro. Cell
wall constituents from virulent strains of MTb inhibit phago-
lysosome fusion and evade killing. Macrophages overcome this
inhibition by deploying autophagosomes that engulf phago-
somes and force lysosomal fusion.10 Autophagy, a process in
which dead cell organelles are disposed or recycled, limits host
tissue damage and is promoted by IFN-l and Vitamin D.10

Macrophages infected with MTb produce cathelicidin and
hepcidin, which have direct anti-MTb killing activity.10 Further,
apoptoticmacrophages expressATPandphosphatidyl serine to
promote its efferocytosis by other phagocytes that kill the
bacterium.11 This is analogous to ‘‘burying the dead’’ – in this
case the MTb. Virulent strains evade apoptosis and induce
necrosis. This prevents repair of the plasma membrane. The
resulting disruption of macrophage membrane favors MTb
escape, MTb overgrowth, and escalation of infection.12

Besides macrophages, the phagocytic neutrophil either
spontaneously or when augmented by TNF-a can kill MTb.
Killing is associated with increased serum levels of neutrophil
antimicrobial peptides, such as cathelicidin, lipocalcin, and
neutrophil peptides 1 and 3.13

NK cells, gd T cells, and mucosa-associated invariant T
(MAIT) cells express germ-line encoded PRRs that endow them
infection is most likely when infected macrophages undergo ne
membrane facilitates mycobacterial outgrowth, so newly recruit
Adaptive immunity results from MTb antigen presentation by ma
activates macrophages to become multinucleated giant cells, su
fibroblasts to form a granuloma or tubercle. IFN-g and TNF-a ar
this stage may or may not be positive for TST or IGRAs, and if a
Breakdown of this immune response leads to progressive primar
Elimination of MTb at this stage is called delayed clearance. NK
granulomatous response contains the MTb infection and subjec
hallmark of adaptive immune sensitization. A derangement in t
immunosuppressive drugs, malignancy, etc., results in a breakd
which has a possibility of dissemination to many organs. The e
features, such as fever, cachexia, etc.
to function as innate immune cells. NK cells produce IFN-g and
IL-22,which promoteMTb killing andmacrophage apoptosis.10

MAIT cells respond rapidly to danger signals and provide an
early innate source of IFN-g, which enhances macrophage
activation. gd T cells are present in alveoli and recognize
mycobacterial phosphoantigens expressed on infected mac-
rophagemembranes.10 They are a source of cytotoxic granules,
IFN-g and TNF-a. These cells synergize with CD8 cells in MTb
killing.

(b) Progressive primary infection develops in about 5–10% of
the subjects infectedwithMTb. In about less than half of these,
wherein innate immunityof thehost fails toeliminate infection,
the bacilli proliferate inside the macrophages, escape the
phagolysosomal killing, and migrate into lung tissue. If the
macrophage kills and processes the MTb antigens, it then
presents these antigenic determinants in an MHC class II
dependentmanner toCD4+Tcells alongwith IL-1and IL-12,and
these T cells make IL-2 and IFN-g. This represents the adaptive
immune response. IL-2 activates the responding CD4+T cells as
well asCD8+ cells. IFN-g activatesmacrophages andmonocytes
to become epithelioid cells and also multinucleated giant cells.
Thus, a granuloma is generated around the dying lipid-laden
MTb in a process called caseation necrosis, and decorated by a
granulomatous cellular collection of multinucleated giant cells
and epithelioid cells, and walled off by activated T cells, their
cytokines including TGF-b that activates fibroblasts.14 This is
called a tubercle, and when host immunity excels, the MTb is
entombed by calcification of the tubercle. If the immune
response fails, the MTb spreads to adjoining pulmonary
parenchyma and regional nodes to form the Ghon complex.
Bacteremia results in dissemination of TB to other organs and
presents as active TB pneumonia, military TB, and even
meningeal TB. This is called progressive primary infection.15

(c) Latent infection. As noted above, the innate and
adaptive immune responses, more often than not, result in
an asymptomatic latent TB infection, which is defined as a
state of persistent bacterial viability, and no evidence of
clinically manifested active TB. As this stage, latent TB is
diagnosed by recalling MTb-specific T cell immune responses
to in vivo tuberculin skin test (TST) or in vitro stimulation of
peripheral blood lympho-mononuclear cells (PBMC) by MTb
antigens. The read out of this test is by the release of INF-g
fromMTb-specific T cells – called the interferon gamma release
assays (IGRAs). TST is inexpensive and widely used but
has poor specificity in subjects vaccinated with bacilli
Calmette-Guerin (BCG) and in thosewhohave nontuberculosis
crotic cell death. The disruption of the macrophage
ed monocytes are infected and logarithmic growth ensues.
crophages to CD4+ T cells and the resulting cytokine milieu
rrounded by epithelioid cells and walled off by T cells and
e essential in this phase of adaptive immunity. Subjects at
symptomatic, they are deemed as having latent infection.
y TB. Only 5% reactivate their MTb infection to manifest TB.
cells and MAIT secrete g-interferon. (b) A robust
ts are asymptomatic with a positive TST or IGRAs – a
his immune homeostasis, such as in HIV infection,
own of immune barriers and reactivation of TB results,
nsuing dysregulated cytokine contributes to the systemic
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mycobacteria due to cross-reactivity among these and MTb. It
has poor sensitivity in those who are immunocompromised.16

Accurate reading of the induration and interobserver errors
make TST less reliable. The specificity of IGRAs for MTb is
higher than TST, as the antigens used for stimulating the
PBMC, such as early secretory antigenic target 6 (ESAT-6) and
culture filtrate protein (CFP-10), are not found in BCG andmost
nontuberculosis mycobacteria. False conversions between
positive to negative and vice versa are more common in
IGRAs thanTST. The cost andneed for a laboratorymake it less
useful in epidemiological studies in developing nations of the
world.16 Immunemechanisms underlying the latent infection,
development of reliable biomarkers, optimizing antimycobac-
terial therapy, and boosting beneficial immune containment
of MTb by vaccines are opportunities awaiting basic and
clinical investigators.

(d) Reactivation of latent infection results when either the
virulence of the MTb is profound or there is a breakdown of
immune responses. The collapse of innate and adaptive
immune responses, both cellular and cytokine network, is
often due to risk factors, such as HIV, lymphoma, use of TNF-a
antagonists, sustained or high-dose corticosteroid adminis-
tration, diabetes mellitus, chronic renal failure, cigarette
smoking, and silicosis. The mechanisms underlying this
failure of protective immunity in active TB has been reviewed
recently using blood transcriptional signature.7 The signature
of active TB is dominated by over expression of interferon-
inducible genes (consisting of both Type I and Type II
interferon signaling), myeloid genes, and inflammatory genes.
There is also downregulation of genes influencing T and B cell
functions. It has been shown that type I IFN induces the
suppressive cytokine IL-10 and IL-1RA, as well as iNOS. IFN 1
(IFN a/b) also inhibits production of the important proin-
flammatory and protective cytokines IL-12 and TNF-a. Further,
the type 1 IFN blocks the ability of IFN-g (a type II-IFN) to
activate macrophages and thus control mycobacterial growth
or produce the protective cytokine IL-12. Thus, the balance of
induction of these two cytokines dictates the outcome of
infection with MTb.17 This blood signature of TB correlates
with the extent of radiographic disease and is diminished by
effective treatment suggesting the possibility of new improved
strategies to evaluate diagnostic assays, therapeutic modali-
ties, and monitoring of disease activity.7

In conclusion, it is to be noted that the majority of
individuals in the general population who become infected
withMTb never develop clinical disease. This is a testimony to
the effective evolution of the innate and adaptive immune
responses of the human host in controllingMTb infection. The
latent phase represents a dynamic reservoir of infection and at
themoment only TST and IGRAs can detect this cellular phase
of immunity, as there are no characteristic clinical features.
Factors that adversely affect the immune system contribute to
the escalation of latent TB infection to active disease. These
risk factors need recognition and treatment in a timely
manner to decrease the global incidence of MTb infection.
Recent advances in blood transcriptomal signatures have shed
light on this dynamic balance of the immune system.

The battle during mycobacterial evolution, including the
acquisition of multidrug resistant genes that thwart the
efficacy of therapeutic agents and a better understanding of
the immunogenetic diversity of the human host, holds
promise for development of better drugs and vaccines and
ushers in a new era of TB prevention and treatment.
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1. Introduction
Exudative pleural effusion is common in clinical practice and
tuberculosis continues to be an important cause inmany parts
of the world, including India, where it is endemic. India, with
about 40% of her total population of over 1.2 billion already
infected with TB bacillus, has the highest tuberculosis burden
in the world and accounts for 25% of global incidence.1,2 In
many endemic parts of the world, more than 25% of all
exudative effusions are due to tuberculosis.3–7

In recent years, among western population, the incidence
of tuberculous pleural effusion has decreased substantially.
On the other hand,malignant pleural effusions aremuchmore
common. In USA, around 1000 cases are reported annually as
against 200,000 cases for malignant pleural effusion.8 Howev-
er, the disease may be under-reported in view of frequently
negative mycobacterial confirmation.

Pleural involvement by tuberculosis usually occurs follow-
ing a primary infection or may be due to reactivation of an old
infection. In USA, 3–5% of tuberculosis patients have TB
pleuritis.8,9 Much higher incidence of pleural involvement –

11–20% among patients with thoracic TB and still higher – 23–
38% in those with concomitant HIV infection have been
reported from some African countries.10–12

The management of tuberculous pleural effusion is
challenging and has gained critical importance in the present
context of HIV epidemic and multidrug/total drug resistance.
§ Dr. S.N. Tripathy Memorial Oration delivered at the 69th National C
6th and 7th February 2015.
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Tuberculosis of the pleura is considered to be one among the
severe forms of extra-pulmonary tuberculosis. Not only there
is resurgence of tuberculous pleural effusion in HIV/AIDS with
incidence varying from 15% to 90%,9 but also there are
problems in establishing diagnosis and treating as the disease
can be severe, atypical in presentation and associated with
opportunistic infection and drug resistance. Tuberculosis of
pleura often affects young adults in developing countries
while in industrial countries, and also following reactivation,
patients are much older.13–15 The disease presents with sub-
acute illness of fever, weight loss, pleuritic chest pain and dry
cough. Onset can be acute with clinical features similar to that
of bacterial para-pneumonic pleurisy, which is also the most
important differential diagnosis.16 The duration of illness is
longer, incidence of chest pain is low, systemic features are
muchmore pronounced, associated lung involvement is likely
and so also is pleural fluid positivity for AFB among those with
HIV infection.17,18 Pleural effusion is commonly mild to
moderate in size, and in some massive, often unilateral and
associated with parenchymal infiltrates in approximately 20–
40% of cases.19,20 Tuberculin skin testing helps in diagnosis
with reported tuberculin positivity of 66.5% among cases of
tuberculous pleuritis.12 It is to be noted that negative test does
not rule out tuberculosis and more than half of the cases may
be tuberculin negative.21 Tubercular pleural fluid is an exudate
with very high lymphocyte count (usually more than 50%),
protein level more than 5 g/dL, ADA more than 40 U/L and
interferon-Gamma more than 3.7 IU/mL.9,19,22–25 Transient
onference on Tuberculosis and Chest Diseases held in Mumbai on
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pleural fluid neutrophilia may be observed in acute cases and
in early stages of the disease.26 Mesothelial cells in significant
numbersmay be observed in pleuralfluid in thosewithHIV co-
infection.27 Excessive LDH elevation and low glucose and pH
values in pleural fluid are only suggestive of tuberculosis and
are nonspecific.28 Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) can be
helpful for pleural space infections, although its role is limited
by high false-positive rates.29 MTB gene probes, such as the
AMPLICOR MTB®, AMTDT® or AccuProbe® sets targeting IS
6110 DNA or 16S-rRNA sequence, are commercially available
and offer an optimum specificity of about 100% and overall
sensitivities up to 80–90%, in both fluid and tissue samples.
However, in pauci-bacillary culture negative pleurisy, limited
sensitivity has been observed.30 Smears and cultures of
sputum for mycobacteria should be done in suspected
tuberculous pleural effusion cases, even in those with no
lung infiltrates on chest radiography. In one study, induced
sputum was found positive for AFB in 55% of cases having no
parenchymal infiltrates.31 The reported positivity for AFB by
smear in pleural fluid is less than 20% especially in
nonimmunosuppressed patients since TB pleuritis is a type
IV hypersensitivity reaction to mycobacterial proteins.25,32 By
using BACTEC system for pleural fluid mycobacterial culture,
positive culture has been obtained in 75% of caseswith HIV co-
infection.33 In equivocal cases, needle biopsy or thoracoscopic
biopsy is required to demonstrate characteristic caseating
granuloma for establishing the diagnosis of tuberculous
pleural effusion.34 Closed pleural biopsy may not confirm
diagnosis in more than half of the cases, and in such cases,
thoracoscopic evaluation to determine the cause of exudative
effusion needs serious consideration.
2. Medical thoracoscopy

2.1. History and evolution

Though the first thoracoscopy was performed in 1865 by
Francis-Richard Cruise in Ireland,35 the credit for introducing
this technique in clinical practice in the year 1910 and
subsequently popularising it goes to the famous Swedish
Physician – Hans-Christian Jacobaeus, who is universally
acclaimed as the father of thoracoscopy.36 At that time, one of
the widely practiced therapy for pulmonary tuberculosis was
the creation of artificial pneumothorax to collapse the lung,
and Jacobaeus used his new technique of pleuroscopy termed
‘‘Jacobaeus operation’’ (that he performed using cystoscope
with two different points of entry under local anaesthesia) for
the diagnosis of tuberculous pleural effusions and lysis of
adhesions between the parietal and visceral pleura (that
prevented a complete artificial pneumothorax) by elctrocau-
tery.37 This procedure after its advent was used for the next 40
years with subsequent sharp decline in its use in 1950s
following the introduction of anti-tubercular drugs for the
therapy and pleural needle biopsy for the diagnosis of pleural
tuberculosis.38 During the 1960s, therewas a slow revival of the
technique in Europe with a gradual increase in its utilisation
over the next three decades.39–45 Following the advent of
laparoscopic cholecystectomy in the early 1990s, thoracic
surgeons developed surgical thoracoscopy subsequently
coined as ‘‘Video-Assisted Thoracic Surgery’’ or ‘‘VATS’’ for
surgicalmanagement of various intra-thoracic conditions.46–48

Medical thoracoscopy that was mostly confined to a few
centres in Europe during the last century has now found its
rightful place in many parts of English speaking and develop-
ing countries, and several pioneers in the field have contrib-
uted for this substantial growth.42–44,49–52 Thanks to rapid
strides in imaging and endoscopic technology, newer genera-
tions of user friendly rigid/semi-flexible thoracoscopes with
sophisticated instruments similar to those used in bronchos-
copy53–57 are now available.

Unlike VATS, medical thoracoscopy, also known by the old
term pleuroscopy, is a less invasive and less expensive
endoscopic procedure that is performed by a Pulmonologist
under local anaesthesia and conscious sedation using simple
instruments through a single or double port. It has now
become an excellent tool for the diagnostic and therapeutic
exploration of pleural cavity in exudative pleural effusions of
undetermined aetiology when less invasive procedures have
failed.34 Due to its wider application, thoracoscopy has
emerged as the commonest endoscopic procedure in Thoracic
Medicine after bronchoscopy that is performed by the
Pulmonologist. It is essential that the Pulmonologist who
practice medical thoracoscopy should have adequate training
and competence.58–60

2.2. Indications

In tuberculous pleural effusion, medical thoracoscopy is
indicated to confirm the diagnosis by pleural biopsy when
other less invasive procedures are nondiagnostic. It can be
performed for the lysis of pleural adhesions and loculations
that hinder complete evacuation of fluid/air and expansion of
lung.34

2.3. Contraindications

Obliteration of pleural space due to pleural thickening or
multiple adhesions preventing the safe insertion of thoraco-
scope/pleuroscope without damaging lung or other organs is a
major contraindication for the procedure. Recent myocardial
infarction, cardiac arrhythmias, end-stage pulmonary fibrosis,
unstable cardiovascular status, coagulation disorder, uncoop-
erative patient, persistent cough, respiratory failure and renal
dysfunction are some of the contraindications.34

2.4. Preprocedure evaluation

While selecting the case for medical thoracoscopy, a compre-
hensive evaluation by detailed medical history, physical
examination, imaging (by chest radiography, pleural ultraso-
nography or chest computed tomography), pulmonary func-
tion testing, electrocardiogram (ECG), complete blood counts,
coagulation studies, blood gas analysis and blood chemistry
including renal and liver function tests is essential.49,61–67

2.5. Equipments

The equipments required for the performance of medical
thoracoscopy in pleural effusion include a pleural needle,
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trocar (obturator and a cannula; an additional insulated trocar
for the second port), thoracoscope/pleuroscope: a direct-
viewing and angle-viewing optical telescope, an optical biopsy
forceps, unipolar coagulation forceps, light source, video
system, aspiration system and chest tubes,34,67 besides those
for monitoring and emergency care.

The use of either rigid or semirigid flexible thoracoscope has
some specific advantages,34,68 although the final outcome and
the preference for a particular type of thoracoscope is based on
the availability of resources and confidence and experience of
the operator. Rigid thoracoscope has advantages of excellent
vision, obtaining large biopsy samples via a single port of entry,
ease of obtaining biopsy from harder lesions, easy orientation
inside the pleural cavity and better control of complications
such as haemorrhage and air leak. The rigid instruments are
easy to maintain, less expensive, durable and robust. The
Pulmonologist who is otherwise apt in performing fibreoptic
bronchoscopyprefers semirigidflexible pleuroscope that canbe
used by using parts of the bronchoscopy equipment, e.g., the
light source, processor and monitor, thereby reducing the
acquisition costs. Clear optical field for better visualisation can
be obtained by allowing concurrent suctioning. Flexible tip of
endoscope permits better manoeuvring in different directions
around adhesions. Its flexible tip facilitates the homogeneous
insufflations of talc (via a catheter), introduced through the
working channel, into all areas of the parietal and visceral
pleura. The inherent disadvantages of flexible instruments
include their fragility, specific sterilisation requirements, high
maintenance costs and inability to obtain large size biopsies.
Ideally, both types of endoscopes can be used as complementa-
ry to each other in a given situation.

2.6. Procedure34,67

Patient is made to lie comfortably on the endoscopy table
usually in the lateral decubitus position with the healthy side
up. In order to widen the intercostal space so as to create more
space for manipulation of instruments without discomfort to
thepatient,a roundbolster canbeplacedunderneath the thorax
and upper arm held over the head and placed on metal cradle.

Medical thoracoscopy is performed either with a single or a
double port. In the single port method usually 9-mm rigid
thoracoscope or 7-mm semirigid/semi-flexible pleuroscope
with a working channel for accessory instruments and optical
biopsy forceps is introduced into the pleural cavity. Majority of
tuberculous pleural effusions can bemanaged by this method.
Occasionally, double portmethod is requiredwherein one port
is utilised for the examination telescope and the other for
accessory instruments, including the biopsy forceps, and is
usually performed with conscious sedation or general anaes-
thesia. Double port method facilitates full inspection of the
area of interest, electrocoagulation of the site of bleeding and
lysis of adhesions requiring coagulation. The point of entry for
endoscope is generally near the mid-axillary line, most
commonly in the fifth, sixth or seventh intercostal space
within the axillary triangle. Pleural space should be freely
accessible allowing easy introduction of thoracoscope with
accessories into the pleural cavity and their smooth man-
oeuvring within the pleural cavity without causing any injury
to lung or other organs. In the presence of pre-existing large
pleural effusion or pneumothorax, trocar can be easily
introduced without the risk of causing injury to the lung.
Presence of at least 100–200 ml fluid or air should be present in
the pleural cavity for the introduction of trocar/instruments
without any risk of causing injury. Ultrasonographic localisa-
tion and prior needle aspiration of pleural fluid are recom-
mended for selecting a suitable and safe site for thoracoscopic
insertion.69,70 To create adequate pleural space, 100–200 ml of
air can be introduced into the pleural space through a needle
after ascertaining that the tip of the needle is in the pleural
cavity by aspirating pleural fluid.

2.7. Anaesthesia

Thoracoscopy can be done under local or general anaesthe-
sia.34,61,66,67,71–73 Generally speaking, more simple procedures,
such as parietal pleural biopsies or pleurodesis with talc, can
be done safely under local anaesthesia with conscious
sedation. General anaesthesia, endotracheal intubation and
single lung ventilation are preferred in patients requiringmore
complex thoracoscopic interventions, such as decortication,
and in those with certain co-morbidities, such as heart failure,
obesity or those unable to lie on the side formore than anhour.

Patient should be explained about the procedure to relieve
anxiety. Premedication with Injection atropine to minimise
vasovagal reactions and hydrocodone to suppress cough (in
those with history of persistent cough) can be given.34 After
cleaning and draping the area with sterile towels, 15–30 mL of
1% lidocaine is injected into the chest wall – step-by-step
infiltrating the skin, subcutaneous tissue, intercostal muscle,
caudal rimof theupper riband thecranial rimof the lower rib (to
anaesthetise the intercostal nerve as well as the periosteum of
the ribs) and parietal pleura.While infiltrating local anaesthetic
agent, extreme caution should be exercised by repeated
aspiration to avoid injection into a blood vessel, especially
intercostal artery. Tomaximise comfort and tomake procedure
pain free, patient should be conscious yet well sedated without
any haemodynamic and respiratory compromise. This can be
achievedby the judiciousadministrationofanarcoticanalgesic,
such as morphine or fentanyl, and a sedative, such as propofol
or midazolam, in appropriate doses either singly or in
combination. The procedure is done with proper monitoring
of heart rate, blood pressure and oxygen saturation.

2.8. Technique

Insertion of thoracoscope is similar to chest tube insertion by
means of a trocar.34,67 At the point of entry, an incision,
approximately 10 mm, is made using a scalpel in mid
intercostal space parallel to rib. The wound can be enlarged
by means of artery forceps. This is followed by careful
insertion of the trocar with cannula through the incision into
the pleural space by applying corkscrew motions until the
sudden release of resistance is felt. The cannula is kept in situ
about 1–3 cm within the pleural cavity while the trocar is
removed. In case adequate freely accessible pleural space is
not available, blunt dissection technique is preferred for
inserting the trocar and creating pneumothorax. The thoraco-
scope is advanced into the pleural cavity under direct vision
through the trocar and the pleural fluid is removed completely
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Fig. 1 – Performance of medical thoracoscopy in
bronchoscopy suite.

[(Fig._3)TD$FIG]

Fig. 3 – Tubercular empyema – purulent exudates over
thickened and nodular pleura.
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through the working channel of the semi-rigid pleuroscope or
by inserting the catheter separately in the port. While the fluid
is being removed, the atmospheric air spontaneously gushes
into the pleural cavity through the thoracoscopic port and
negates the risk of life threatening re-expansion pulmonary
oedema that occurs otherwise following large volume pleural
fluid aspiration through a closed system. The thoracoscope is
gently manoeuvred inside the pleural cavity to carry out
thorough inspection of the entire pleural cavity including the
visceral pleura over lung surface and parietal pleura over
mediastinum, diaphragm and chest wall. The findings
observed at thoracoscopy are recorded. To facilitate easy
movements of thoracoscope by the operator, adhesions
between visceral and parietal pleura and pockets of loculation
should be disrupted either mechanically or by electrocautery.
The second port of entry if considered necessary is selected at
a suitable site under endoscopic vision, usually one intercostal
space superior or inferior to the primary port of entry.60

Selective biopsy from areas of abnormality on the pleural or
lung surface should be carried out and sufficient quantity of
tissue should be obtained for comprehensive study by using
optical biopsy forceps introduced through the working channel
(Fig. 1) or througha separate port. Normally, 10 ormore biopsies[(Fig._2)TD$FIG]
Fig. 2 – Specimen of pleural tissue obtained by
thoracoscopic pleural biopsy.
are taken from areas of abnormality including those on chest
wall, lung surface, diaphragm and mediastinum (Fig. 2). It is
recommended to identify thickening/nodularity on the parietal
pleura by palpating the lesion with the help of a closed biopsy
forceps and to perform biopsy by peeling/striping the area after
grasping the lesion by a biopsy forceps. To avoid inadvertent
injury to neurovascular bundle, pleural biopsy should be
performed over a hard surface of the rib. While taking biopsy,
blood vessels and emphysematous lung surface must be
avoidedandhemostasis andnoair leak following theprocedure
must be ensured. It is recommended to take fibrinous material
and fluid from loculated effusions, especially from the lung
bases formycobacterial studies as theyhavehigher yield.About
50 mL of pleural fluid should be collected and sent for
biochemistry, cytology and infectious cultures. The biopsy
specimen should be sent for TB bacteriology, histopathology
and other tests, as deemed necessary according to clinical
situation of the case. After the completion of thoracoscopic
procedure, once again the pleural cavity is inspected for any air
leak or bleeding point for additional intervention if felt
necessary. This is followed by the insertion of a suitable sized
chest tube, normally 28 F, into the pleural cavity through
thoracoscopic port. The tip of the chest tube with side holes is
positioned appropriately in the pleural cavity (usually apico-
posteriorly) for optimum drainage of residual air/fluid from the
pleural cavity. The wound of port of entry is closed and chest
drain is anchored to the skin with sutures. The chest tube is
connected to underwater seal and gentle step-by-step continu-
ous negative suction (�15 to �20 cm H2O) is applied until
complete re-expansion of the lung has been achieved. In most
cases, chest drain can be removed within 24 h. Longer duration
of chest tube drainage is warranted if there is rapid re-
accumulation of fluid or persistent air leak. Post-procedure
management involves care of the chest drain and close
monitoring for any cardio-respiratory and haemodynamic
compromise.

2.9. Thoracoscopic findings in tuberculous pleural
effusion

Medical thoracoscopyprovideswealthof information regarding
various pathological changes observed in tuberculosis.44,74,75
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Fig. 4 – Pleural cavity showing multiple nodules covered
with thin fibrin over parietal pleura adjacent to lung.
[(Fig._5)TD$FIG]

Fig. 5 – Disseminated small sago-like nodules and large
nodules over parietal pleura.

[(Fig._6)TD$FIG]

Fig. 6 – Histopathology depicting tubercular granuloma.
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Diffuse inflammatory changes in the pleura-fibrinous exuda-
tion, abundant fibrinous membranes, septae formation and
areas of necrosis are common findings observed at thoraco-
scopy (Fig. 3). Sometimes, areas of fibrosis, pleural thickening,
calcificationandvaryingdegreeof seedingof thepleural surface
with solid or caseous, sago-like nodules with scanty fibrin
deposits can be observed. Presence of large conglomerate
nodules may be seen and confused with disseminated malig-
nant nodules (Figs. 4 and 5).

2.10. Complications

In experienced hands, medical thoracoscopy is a safe and an
effective procedure with hardly any major complications.34,76

Proper patient selection and closemonitoring during and after
the procedure is required to minimise morbidity and mortali-
ty. Minor complications by and large do not require any
specific interventions. Mortality rate for medical thoracoscopy
is less than 0.5%, often unrelated to procedure. The most
serious and rare complication is air or gas embolismduring the
induction of pneumothorax by gas or by air (<0.1%) and can be
prevented if appropriate precautionary measures are taken.
Other complications include pain, persistent air leak, hypox-
aemia, cardiac arrhythmias, hypotension (due to large volume
pleural fluid aspiration), bleeding, postoperative fever, wound
infection, subcutaneous emphysema and empyema and are
eminently preventable. Complications due to medical thor-
acoscopy aremuch lower than of VATS. Overallmortality of 2%
was reported for VATS.77,78

2.11. Advantages of medical thoracoscopy

Medical thoracoscopy offers diagnostic accuracy of almost
100% for tuberculosis as compared to 28–88% reported for
closed needle biopsy and less than 20% for pleural fluid
culture.75,79–88 Low diagnostic yield by closed needle biopsy is
expected in early stages of the disease as the lesions are
difficult to access (by closed pleural biopsy) being few in
number and often scattered over pleura covering diaphragm,
mediastinumand lower costal surface of chestwall. The tissue
obtained by closed pleural biopsy often is inadequate.
Unfortunately, the diagnostic yield of closed pleural biopsy
formalignancy aswell as other pathologies ismuch lower, less
than 45%.29 Trans-thoracic needle pleural biopsies from
suspicious nodule under CT guidance using either a Tru-cut
biopsy or Abrams needle have a diagnostic sensitivity of 87%
compared to 47% by closed pleural biopsy in malignancy.87 In
tuberculosis, definite nodule may not be evident on imaging
and subtle pleural changes may not be picked up by imaging
for selective CT-guided biopsy. Due to the relatively high
number of undiagnosed exudative effusions even after
extensive pleural fluid analysis and closed pleural biopsy,
medical thoracoscopy is warranted to establish the diagnosis.

Thoracoscopy facilitates fast and accurate diagnosis of
exudative pleural effusions of undetermined aetiology with a
high diagnostic yield.29,89 In low prevalence areas for TB,
medical thoracoscopy not only confirms TB but also accurately
excludes other causes of exudative pleural effusions especially
malignancy. Large retrospective cohort studies of several
thousand patients have shown that for malignancy, the
sensitivity is in the range of 93–95%, whereas for tuberculosis,
it approaches 100%.29 In malignant pleural effusions, false
negative diagnostic reports for medical thoracoscopy is less
than 10%.Medical thoracoscopy permits proper visualisation of
major portions of pleura and adequate tissue sampling under
direct vision from abnormal/suspicious areas inside the pleural
cavity including those that are inaccessible or difficult to access
without injuring vital structures, such as diaphragm, liver or
spleen, by closed pleural methods. Mycobacterial study on
tissue samples obtained at thoracoscopy, such as membranes
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and fibrinous material, has a diagnostic sensitivity of 87%,
exceeding that obtained by the closed biopsy.79 Presence of
caseating granulomas, a hallmark feature of tuberculosis, may
not be present and histopathology of pleura often reveals
noncaseating granulomas (Fig. 6). In a clinical setting of
tuberculosis, demonstration of granulomatous pleuritis is
sufficient tomake a diagnosis as 95% granulomatous pleuritis
is due to tuberculosis. Appropriate therapy with anti-
tubercular therapy pending culture report can be started in
thosewithfindingshighly suggestive of tuberculosis anddrug
therapy is modified if drug resistance is confirmed by culture.
In cases where diagnosis remains indeterminate even after
extensive evaluation including medical thoracoscopy, a
careful follow-up of such cases by the conservative approach
of watchful waiting is quite appropriate.29,34 In future, the
diagnostic accuracy of medical thoracoscopy is likely to be
enhanced further by the use of auto-fluorescence video-
thoracoscopy or narrowband imaging during medical thor-
acoscopy.55,57,90,91 In addition, in indeterminate cases, re-
peated medical thoracoscopy is feasible.92

Thoracoscopy allows disruption of pleural adhesions and
peeling/debridement of largemembranes. It permits complete
evacuation of fluid and air and facilitates early and complete
expansion of the underlying lung. It enables selection of an
appropriate chest drain of sufficient size and length and its
exact placement inside the pleural cavity for maximising
drainage and minimising patient discomfort. These measures
are expected to improve the clinical course in terms of more
rapid resolution of effusion, shorter hospital stays, improved
lung function and minimised disability due to fibrothorax.75

3. Conclusions
Fatherofmedical thoracoscopy–Hans-Christian Jacobaeus,had
a clear vision regarding the role of pleuroscopy in the
management of tuberculosis and he realised his vision by ably
utilisinghisnewlydiscovered techniquewithexcellentoutcome
when the technology and medical facilities were suboptimal.
Now after more than a century since Jacobaeus operation, the
roleofmedical thoracoscopyhasbeenwelldefinedandthere isa
largebodyofevidence tovalidate thesafety, diagnostic accuracy
andmaximumtherapeuticutility of this less invasive procedure
so as to justify its eminent place in the practice of thoracic
medicine. Currently, Pulmonologists are at a great advantage,
thanks to availability of safe anaesthesia, sophisticated user-
friendly equipments and standard guidelines to safely practice
this procedure and optimise its utility. Thoracoscopy should no
longer be neglected by Pulmonologists93 and should be used
optimally in areas where tuberculous pleural effusion is
endemic and its management a major concern. Undoubtedly
there is resurgent interest among pulmonologists to practice
medical thoracoscopy,nowconsidereda ‘‘goldstandard’’ for the
study of tuberculous pleural effusion.
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a b s t r a c t

The emergence of M. tuberculosis strains resistant to at least, Isoniazid (INH) and Rifampicin

(RIF), the two most potent drugs of first-line anti-TB therapy is termed multidrug drug-

resistant TB (MDR-TB). This is a cause of concern to TB Control Programmes worldwide.

When MDR-TB strains become resistant to the major second-line drugs, one of the fluour-

oquinolones and one of the three injectable drugs (Amikacin, Kanamycin and Capreomycin),

it is defined as extensively drug resistant TB.1,2

MDR-TB is a manmade, costly and deadly problem. Rapid diagnosis of MDR-TB is

essential for the prompt initiation of effective second-line therapy to improve treatment

outcome and limit transmission of the disease.

# 2015 Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Tuberculosis Association of India.
1. Global burden
Cases of multidrug drug-resistant TB (MDR-TB) have been
reported in every country.1,2 As of 2014, 3.5% of new TB cases
have MDR-TB.3 Levels are much higher in those previously
treated for TB (about 20%). Approximately 0.5 million new
MDR-TB caseswere estimated in theworld in 2011.4 About 60%
of these cases occurred in Brazil, China, India, the Russian
Federation and South Africa. Estimated number of MDR-TB
cases in 2011 were reported to be 630,000 out of an
approximate of 12 million prevalent TB cases. In 2014, MDR-
TB estimated cases were reported to be 424,203, which
included both new and previously treated cases, whereas
in 2000, the estimate was 272,906.1,5
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2. Indian scenario
India has the highest estimated MDR-TB cases amongst
notified TB patients in the world with estimated MDR-TB
emerging annually to 99,000.3 Data from studies conducted by
NIRT and NTI have found MDR-TB levels of 1–3% in new cases
and around 12% in re-treatment cases. RNTCP has recently
undertaken three community-based state level drug resis-
tance surveillance (DRS) studies in Gujarat, Maharashtra and
Andhra Pradesh. These surveys have estimated the prevalence
of MDR-TB to be about 3% in new cases and 12–17% in re-
treatment cases. XDR among MDR-TB isolates in Gujarat and
Andhra Pradesh survey were 3–7%, while ofloxacin resistance
in these two states surveys was 21–24%.
s Association of India.
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3. Causes of increase in drug-resistant
tuberculosis
Suboptimal TB control practices (e.g., poor DOT, inadequate
infection control measures, and treatment without drug
susceptibilities or culture) are the major cause in MDR-TB.
Fromamicrobiological perspective, the resistance is caused by
genetic mutation that makes a drug ineffective against the
mutant bacilli. An inadequate or poorly administered treat-
ment regimen allows drug-resistant mutants to become the
dominant strain in a patient infected with TB.

4. Programmatic management of drug
resistant TB (PMDT) Services in India
After successfully establishing the DOTS services across the
country in 2006, RNTCP rolled out the PMDT services in 2007.6

There was an exponential scale up during 2011–12 to achieve
complete population coverage in March 2013. PMDT prior-
itises diagnosis and management of M/extensively drug
resistant TB (XDR-TB) cases and mono- and Poly-FLD
resistant cases without M/XDR-TB treated with FLD regimes.
Early implementing states used phenotypic DST for the
diagnosis of DR-TB. Since 2012, all patients undergo rapid
molecular DST (mostly LPA) for diagnosis. Criteria for MDR-
TB are as follows:
� C
riteria A
– All new TB patients failing first-line regimen
– All previously treated patientswho remain smear-positive
at the end of extended IP or later (CAT II)

– Smear-positive contacts of known MDR cases

� C
riteria B
– All Sm +ve re-treatment PTB cases at diagnosis
– Any Sm +ve follow-up of new or RT cases
� C
riteria C
– Sm �ve re-treatment PTB cases at diagnosis
– HIV TB co-infected cases
5. TB diagnostics
The care of patients with tuberculosis (TB) starts with a
quality assured diagnosis. Arguably, the most important
component of health systems is the laboratory services. An
unprecedented effort to improve and expand TB laboratory
capacity is under way, spearheaded by WHO and the Stop TB
Partnership, Global Laboratory Initiative and its network of
international collaborators. For an increased output, a given
lab can conduct DST on many more patients by molecular
and liquid than solid culture method. The rapid diagnosis
reduces patient loss, mortality and operational complexity of
current system. The infrastructure requires flexible capacity,
with molecular, solid and liquid capacity for testing. Thus,
for DST at certified laboratory, wherever available Molecular
DST (e.g. Line Probe Assay (LPA)) is preferred diagnostic
method because of the rapid and highly accurate rifampicin
results, followed in preference by Liquid C-DST and then
Solid C-DST. Similarly for follow-up cultures, wherever
available, liquid culture will be preferred over solid culture.
However, this will be liquid cultures for at least the crucial
months of follow-up (IP-3, 4, 5, 6 and CP-18, 21, 24) and over
and beyond this, it will be determined by the workload of
individual laboratories.

6. Non-MDR-TB cases in India
Currently, there is no policy for the management of non-MDR
cases in India. New smear positive cases remaining positive
after 2 or 3 months of therapy are continued on the same
regimen. Also smear positive retreatment cases at baseline are
initiated on retreatment regimen, i.e., Cat II. If they remain
positive after 3 or 4 months of treatment, same schedule is
continued, and DST is repeated for patients failing to first-line
category treatment.

To know the prevalence of non-MDR-TB cases, data of
about 7000 cases treated under programmatic conditions
were reviewed to find out prevalence of resistance to
individual drug and treatment outcome of such patients
taking either Cat I or Cat II treatment. Data revealed H mono
resistance to the tune of 34% (17% among Cat I and 83%
among Cat II patients). Among these cases, failure rate was
around 49%. Worse than this on repeat DST, there was
implication of resistance up to 40% against rifampicin among
these patients.

Clinical implications include treating mono- and poly-
resistant cases, in which first-line regimen is associated with
high risk of unfavourable outcomes including failure to
treatment. This risk increases with the number of drugs,
against which the bacilli are resistant. Significant risk of
amplification of resistance to rifampicin was observed in
mono- and poly-resistant patients treated with FLD.

On the other hand, in a study conducted in NDTB Centre
(unpublished data) among 1200 MDR suspects, 12% were
found to be pan sensitive on DST. Patients got Cat I or Cat II
treatment, based on previous history of anti-TB treatment.
Their treatment outcome was correlated. Only 60% cases
responded to treatment. More than 14% cases failed to
treatment may be due to in vitro, in vivo variation in
susceptibility of organisms. Some of them may have taken
irregular treatment.

Baseline second-line DST among confirmedMDR cases also
found 22% strains resistant to ofloxacin and 2% to both
ofloxacin and kanamycin. Impact on treatment outcome and
implication of resistance to other drugs is yet to be seen.

7. Effect of drug resistance on treatment
outcome with first-line drugs (FLDs)
The effect of drug resistance on the outcome of TB treatment
using standard regimens depends on type and number of
drugs to which the strain is resistant versus the potency of
treatment regimen.

Modern first-line short-course treatment regimens for TB
use R for the full 6-month duration. R resistance leads to
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increased rates of failure or relapse, depending on sensitivity
to other drugs in the regimen (H, Z, E, sometimes S). Using
only FLDs, MDR-TB has less than 50% chance of relapse-
free cure, barely better than natural course of untreated TB.
H monoresistance has little impact on the treatment
outcome. Influence of E monoresistance is not known
because it is very rare and less reliable DST. Influence of Z
monoresistance is also unclear, however initial Z resistance
would be expected to lead to increased relapse. Resistance
to H with E or S increases risk of failure and relapse to
approximately 10% patients using R-throughout regimen,
40% without R regimen in CP. Resistance to H + E + S leads to
failure to any FL regimen in approximately 1/3 to 1/2 of
patients, due to acquisition of R resistance with the strain
developing into true MDR-TB. Because of poor growth of
some MDR-TB strains, concomitant R resistance may be
missed by conventional DST. It is the probable cause of
more failures among retreatment patients with initial
H-resistant, R-susceptible disease.7

8. Amplification of drug resistance
Except for MDR-TB and combined resistance to H, S and E,
majority of patients with initial drug resistance will be cured
using standard FLD regimen. Risk of amplification of resis-
tance with development of MDR-TB in failure cases is a real
problem. Because of poor growth of some MDR-TB strains,
concomitant R resistance may be missed by conventional
DST. This can be a possible explanation for studies reporting
significantly more failures among retreatment cases with
initially H-resistant, R-susceptible disease compared with
the same initial resistance, but treated with less powerful
6 month R throughout regimens. It is therefore reasonable to
assume that some patients who carry H or R resistant strains,
but not both, will fail or relapse with an unmodified FLD
regimen. The revised FLD regimen should be used with
repeat rapid R DST in case of delayed conversion or even
a switch to the MDR regimen at any time in first-line
retreatment, with correlating clinical conditions. The alter-
native recommendation in some guidelines is replacing
H by FQ, but this would create pre-XDR strains out of MDR
strains that are difficult to grow and may be misclassified as
H + E, H + S, or H + E + S-resistant.7

9. Effect of drug resistance on treatment
outcome with SLDs
Very little data are available regarding impact of initial
second-line resistance on standard MDR-TB treatment regi-
mens. FQ resistance seems to be most important and only
about 10% of those with initial FQ resistance have failed or
relapsed from the regimen for 'new' MDR-TB patients.
Thiomide resistance has a minimal impact on the outcome
of the regimen. Resistance to thiomides in strains from
patients never exposed to these drugs will often be caused by
cross resistance with H, due to inhAmutation. The remaining
SLDs (PAS and CS) have little activity and are vulnerable as
these are companion drugs only. Resistance to these drugs
will only matter when there is already some resistance to
FQ or other companion drugs, and possibly with weaker
regimens.7

10. Effect of drug resistance on treatment
monitoring parameters
There is confusion regarding the meaning of positive smears
at the end of intensive phase. Sputum smear conversion
depends mainly on the extent of the disease and bacillary
load at the start of the treatment, andmuch less on regularity
of drug intake and drug resistance. Only MDR-TB clearly
delays smear conversion during standard first-line treat-
ment, even with the most powerful IP Cat II treatment –

prolonged excretion of dead bacilli. In principle, culture is a
better parameter for treatment monitoring. However, with
referred sputum samples, results of these often paucibacil-
lary specimens become less reliable and delays, and would
reduce their usefulness. With solid media and drug-suscep-
tible extensive disease, culture conversion often precedes
smear conversion. With serious drug resistance, culture may
never convert, contrary to the smear, or may revert to
positive sooner than a smear.7

11. Are drug-resistant strains as transmissible
as drug-susceptible strains?
A case–control study by Snider et al. demonstrated that
contacts of patients with drug-resistant and drug-susceptible
cases of TB had an equal prevalence of positive tuberculin skin
test. In contrast, animal studies have shown that isoniazid-
resistant strains caused significantly less disease in guinea
pigs than drug-susceptible strains.8

12. Are drug-resistant strains likely to
progress to active disease once infection is
established?
In San Francisco, Burgos et al. found that strains that were
resistant to isoniazid either alone or in combinationwith other
drugs were less likely to result in secondary cases than were
drug-susceptible strains. In this setting, isoniazid-resistant
and MDR-TB cases were not likely to produce new, incident
drug-resistant TB cases. This presumed effect on pathogenici-
tymay be related tomutations in the katG gene.9 In addition to
this data, other molecular epidemiological studies observed
that cases of TB caused by drug-resistant strains were less
likely to be in clusters. The implication is that drug-resistant
strains were less likely to be transmitted and/or to cause
active TB.10

Factors affecting drug-resistant strains to progress to active
disease are
(a) P
athogen related
� Undefined virulence factors
� Variability in virulence between genotypes
� Size of the infecting inoculum
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(b) H
ost related
� Presence of immunosuppression
� Ethnic susceptibility to various strains
In clinical practice, often ST pattern and clinical response
do not correlate. The reasons for discordant DST results are:
� B
acterial population (isolate vs. subculture)

� D
ifferential growth kinetics

� D
ifferent inoculation methods (size, clumps)

� D
ifferent methods or media

� C
ross-contamination

� T
ranscription and labelling errors

� M
IC-critical concentration.
13. Management of MDR cases
Management decisions of a resistant case depend on finding
the probable cause if prior poor adherence is recognized, may
be addressed and DOT ordered. If risk of drug resistance is due
to non-adherence and treatment failure is identified, drug
susceptibility tests should be ordered and regimen should be
changed as per history of drug intake.11 The clinical response
should be correlated with report of MDR and treatment should
be changed after report of drug resistance despite a good initial
response. Common errors in Management of MDR-TB cases:
(a) W
hen initiating or revising therapy, always attempt to
employ at least 3 previously unused drugs towhich there is
in vitro susceptibility. Common errors committed are:
– Used 3 drugs that were part of previous failed treatment
are prescribed and

– Ethambutol and PZA are used alone for continuation
phase
(b) T
he use of drugs to which there is demonstrated in vitro
resistance is not encouraged, because there is a little or no
efficacy of these drugs, e.g., ciprofloxacin resistance should
have alerted providers to ofloxacin resistance because of
cross resistance.
(c) B
actericidal drugs with proven efficacy should be used.
Many a times Clofazamine (a weak drug with unknown
efficacy) is added in regimen.
(d) 1
2 months of injectable therapy following culture conver-
sion is generally recommended and exact duration deter-
mined by extent of disease and drug resistance. Many a
times, streptomycin stopped after month 6.
(e) T
wo years of total treatment after conversion of cultures to
negative is usually recommended. Occasionally patients
with limited disease are declared cured after 18 months or
sometimes treatment stopped at 13 months.
14. Should we treat or follow contacts to MDR/
XDR?
The answer is...yes. Guidelines for MDR and drug resistance
recommend following the contact for at least two years. But
Data to support strategies for managing contacts are very
sparse.12

15. Clinical Implications of resistance among
TB cases
DST results must be available as soon as possible to guide
treatment choices. Testing algorithms including molecular
tests for rif-R may expedite decisions. Lab tests do not replace
clinical judgement. Clinicians need data to interpret results
based on performance parameters of the test and potential
impact of prevalence of resistance on predictive value, etc.
Relying on Clinical and X-ray manifestations has many
limitations for the diagnosis of DR-TB as no symptoms or
radiological findings differentiating susceptible from resistant
TB. Prognosis and response cannot be decisively assessed
through radiological examination, because lesion regression
may require 3–9 month. For follow-up patients, no specific
symptoms or radiological findings suggesting failure due to
drug resistance, only lack of improvement compared with
clinical and X-ray manifestations. Lack of improvement must
be seenmerely as arousing suspicion of DR-TB and supporting
a request for DST. Diagnosis of DR-TB based only on clinical
and radiological criteria should never be accepted, even if
there is no improvement after several months of treatment.

16. Challenges for TB control programmes
Insufficient public sector MDR and XDR-TB diagnosis and
treatment services is one of themain challenge as the country
scaled up basic TB services via RNTCP DOTS through 2006,
MDR-TB services began pilot testing only in 2007. There is poor
quality of TB and MDR-TB laboratory diagnosis in the private
sector. TB is often diagnosed with serology, which frequently
misdiagnoses TB. The use of TB serological testing has been
recommended against by RNTCP, WHO, and some expert
groups from India, but such tests are widely available and
widely used in the private sector. There is also lack of
information about patients diagnosed with TB and MDR-TB
in the private sector. Patients properly diagnosed with TB
and MDR-TB in private laboratories are not notified to public
health authorities.

There is irrational use and sale of anti-TB drugs and
diagnostics outside the Programme. First-line TB drugs were
sold to the extent of 65–117% of the estimated annual incident
cases in India in private markets. Among second-line drugs,
fluroquinolones are widely available with significant volume
used for TB in India.
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1. Introduction
Early identification of HIV (human immunodeficiency virus) in
patients with TB (tuberculosis) is one of the key strategies to
achieve TB-related millennium development goals.1 Counsel-
ling and testing for HIV provide opportunities for prevention,
treatment, care and support for HIV patients and is also a
significant entry point to TB-HIV co-management.2 Imple-
mentation of TB-HIV intensified package was started in Delhi
in 2009, which includes routine referral of all TB patients for
HIV counselling and testing, provision of CPT (Cotrimoxazole
Preventive Therapy) to all HIV-TB co-infected patients and
expanded recording and reporting including confidentiality.3

As per RNTCP performance report 2010, despite the success-
ful implementation of RNTCP in capital of India, Integrated
Counselling and Testing Centre (ICTC) remains poorly
utilized as only 58% registered patients knew their HIV
status which is a matter of concern.4 Therefore, Delhi State
TB Department in collaboration with Delhi State AIDS
Control Society (SACS) rolled out a new strategy in 2012
with improved cross referrals between ICTCs, Anti Retroviral
Therapy (ART) Centres and RNTCP facilities to enable early
initiation of ART and CPT. The strategy was implemented in
Delhi with innovative interventions in the form of separately
designed referral slips, strict quality control of records and
combinedmonthly reviewmeetings of RNTCP, ICTC and ART
staff.5 This has led to an increase in proportion of all
registered TB cases with known HIV status to be approxi-
mately 80%.6 Health care providers' knowledge, belief and
practices play an important role in successful implementa-
tion of strategy of the programme.7 Provider's beliefs
have been reported as a barrier in a number of studies from
different countries, such as Uganda, Tanzania and Ukraine.8–10

Information from providers is intended to supplement and
provide insights about HIV testing among TB patients. DOTS
provider is uniquely positioned to understand and influence
patients' behaviours.11 Despite their influential position for TB
patients, theyhave receivedvery little attention in the literature
to date.

Therefore, a study was planned to know providers'
perspective regarding TB-HIV referral strategy and reasons
for non-uptake of HIV testing.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study design, setting, sampling

A qualitative study was conducted at the urban DOTS cum
microscopy centres under Chest Clinic of Lok Nayak Hospital,
NewDelhi, which is a tertiary care referral centre from January
2012 to February 2013. Two DOTS cum microscopy centres
located in rural area, one at R.H.T.C. (Rural Health Training
Centre) Barwala and other atMVH (Maharshi Valmiki Hospital)
Pooth Khurd (field practice areas of Department of Community
Medicine, Maulana Azad Medical College) were also included
as study areas.

DOTS providers and medical officer centre in-charge of the
selected DOTS centres constituted in the study population.
Those who were unwilling to participate in study were
excluded from the study.

2.2. Methodology

In-depth interview of the DOTS provider and medical officer
was conducted to know their perspective and knowledge
regarding intensified package of TB-HIV and barriers in non-
uptake of HIV testing among TB patients. Participants were
approached at their work-place and asked for their willingness
to participate in this study. Written informed consent was
taken and interviews were conducted in a quiet place within
the health care facility maintaining confidentiality.

Duration of interview varied between 30 and 45 min,
focusing on the providers' perceptions on functioning of the
intensified package of TB/HIV, social stigma for HIV/AIDS
and TB, barriers to the programme and recommendations to
improve the same. The interview was continued until no
new information was coming from participants. The inter-
views were conducted in English or Hindi according to the
health care providers' preference and were tape-recorded
after obtaining consent. Recordings were listened again and
again by team of two investigators and noted down the
important points followed by consulted with the experts.
Thematic analysis was done to know their perspectives
regarding intensified package of TB-HIV, the importance of
HIV testing in TB patients, approach for HIV testing by health
care provider, barrier to HIV testing and suggestions to
increase HIV testing. The results of the thematic analysis are
as follows.

2.3. Results

Three medical officers and eight DOTS providers were
included in the study. Out of eight DOTS providers, two were
from rural area and six from the urban area. Mean age of DOTS
providers was 35.1 � 4.5 years of age. Six DOTS providers were
males while two were females with average 6.5 � 2.5 years of
job experience. Of these respondents, 50% of them had heard
the name of PITC (Provider Initiated HIV Testing and
Counselling). All of them mentioned that, they were repeat-
edly told about the importance of HIV testing in TB patients
duringmonthlymeeting of DOTS provider by the DTO (District
Tuberculosis Officer) and WHO consultants.
3. Perspective regarding intensified package of
TB-HIV

3.1. DOTS providers

All DOTS providers knew about the intensified package of TB-
HIV. The source of knowledge of the urban DOTS provider was
mainly the review monthly meetings held with DTO and for
the rural DOTS providers, there were in addition seminar/
Continuous Medical Education (CME) held in district hospital
(MVH, Pooth Khurd).

All of them said that according to intensified package of TB-
HIV all TB patients must be referred to ICTC for HIV testing.
Those found positive should be referred to ART centre to start
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ART with CPT at the earliest so that TB-HIV patient can be
managed effectively.

They all claimed that they were following the guidelines of
the referral mechanism as per the intensified package of TB-
HIV. They said that they followed the patients for their HIV
status during their subsequent visit to DOTS centre if the
patient did not get tested on their first encounter with them.

However, one of the urbanDOTSproviders admitted that he
did not refer TB patients of age less than 5 years to ICTC, as he
felt at that age one would not be at the risk of HIV infection
unless there was a sign in the form of severe weakness or
significant history.

Four (50%) DOTS providers said that the programme had
increased awareness among TB patients about HIV/TB co-
infection while two opined that in rural areas, many TB
patients were still unaware of the relationship between the
two diseases. Five of the eight DOTS providers graded the
functioning of the TB-HIV programme as very good while two
graded it as good and one as satisfactory. On asking whether
their workload increased after introducing HIV testing for all
TB patients all of the DOTS providers refused, except one who
said that ‘‘although a little paper work had increased, but the
patients were being benefited from the same.’’

3.2. Medical officer

Medical officer reported that TB-HIV intensified package was a
welcome initiative being implemented in Delhi since 2009.
Many patients were being benefited from this initiative since
many patients were tested for HIV and receiving ARTwith CPT
than before. All of them reported that functioning of the TB-
HIV programme as very good. There has been an increase in
the cross referral between these two programmes. All of them
were trained in the TB-HIV intensified package.
4. Importance of HIV testing in TB patients

4.1. DOTS providers

All DOTS providers were aware of the relation of HIV/AIDS
with TB. All agreed that it was necessary for every TB patient to
be tested for HIV in order to identify TB/HIV co-infection early.
All acknowledged that any patient found positive for HIV,
must receive the ART to increase his/her survival. All reported
that TBwill not be cured if HIV co-infection is not addressed in
the formof early initiationof ART. Three of themadmitted that
TB patients will acquire other opportunistic infections and the
chances of mortality and morbidity would be increased if they
were not started on CPT and ART. Two of them said that the
HIV positivity is increasing among the TB patients; therefore,
HIV testing among them is today's need. With the referral to
ICTC clinic, all the TB patients were counselled regarding HIV/
AIDS which also improve their knowledge regarding trans-
mission and prevention of HIV irrespective of their HIV status.

4.2. Medical officer

All medical officers reported that HIV testing has been a
significant entry point for TB patients. Therewas consensus in
that all TB patients need to be tested for HIV as early as
possible so that a patient can get access to ART and CPT. In a
country like India, if a person gets infected by HIV, he/she will
hardly come out themselves to undergo HIV testing until the
opportunistic infections manifest. As TB is the first opportu-
nistic infection in our country because of high burden, all TB
patients must be screened for HIV at the earliest. One stated
that TB and HIV have a synergistic effect on each other, and
one of them if missed out then the, missed infection will
accentuate the other.
5. Approach to HIV testing

5.1. DOTS providers

Although all DOTS providers offered HIV testing to all the TB
patients, they said that they did not explain the name of the
test to majority of them. They elaborate it only, if any patient
asks for what they have been referred to and show interest to
know about HIV. On asking when they refer TB patients to HIV
testing, all answered that they refer all the TB patients on the
same day with referral form provided to them except one
female DOTS provider who admitted that very few times she
used towrite for HIV test on patients TB treatment card. All the
providers said that they were practicing to keep the referral
form with them in a separate file and mentioned the result of
HIV testing on TB treatment card provided to them. If any
patient was found to be not tested for HIV on their subsequent
visit, then they ask the reason of non-uptake and again refer
them to ICTC. Five out of the eight providers reported that they
never encountered any TB patient refusing to get tested for
HIV. Three providers mentioned that if any patient refuses,
then they send the patient to the doctor for counselling or
provide the information themselves regarding TB-HIV co-
infection. Two of them mentioned that in those patients who
did not undergo testing even after 3 or 4 visits, they stop asking
them for testing again. Six out of eight DOTS providers said
that they try to get the HIV status of their patients within a
week of initiation of TB treatment, while two of them set the
target of 10 days.

5.2. Medical officers

All officers said that they review the monthly progress of their
DOTS centre in which they enquire from each DOTS provider
about how many patients were referred to ICTC, how many
tested out of them, number of positive patients and whether
all positives were referred to ART centre for further manage-
ment. They instructed all the doctors that if they suspect any
patient for TB then they should refer the patient for HIV testing
along with the work up for TB diagnosis.
6. Barriers to HIV testing

6.1. DOTS provider

Major barrier reported by the DOTS provider was the long
distance betweenDOTS and ICTC. Three of the DOTSproviders
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said that those who were employed were likely to get tested at
a later date than those who were unemployed. Two of them
also noticed that students also get tested late due to the
coincidental timings of their school/college and ICTC. Some of
responses are: ‘‘If we tell somebody to be tested for AIDS, they
get offended’’. ‘‘They think we suspect them to be immoral.
Many are not aware of other modes of transmission of the
disease. More awareness programs are essential. Some people
in rural areas do not know what AIDS is’’.

6.1.1. Stigma for HIV/AIDS and TB
Social stigma for HIV/AIDS was identified by six of the eight
health care providers as a huge barrier to this programme.
According to them, stigma for HIV/AIDS was more than the
stigma for TB. Other two health care providers identified social
stigma for both HIV/AIDS and TB as barriers that prevented
many patients from seeking timely care.

‘‘Stigma is a major obstacle for the program. Some
adolescent girls say 'we came to be treated for TB, not for
HIV testing'. Many a times parents do not prefer their
children to be tested, because they think that they were not
at risk or it was not necessary to be tested or they fear blood
test. Stigma for HIV is more than for TB’’.

6.1.2. Lack of adequate pre and post HIV-testing counselling
Two health care providers reported that the present HIV
counselling services were inadequate and that patients were
not fully aware of the implications of HIV testing.

‘‘Counselling should be improved. Some HIV positive
patients are not aware of their HIV status even after
post-test counselling and ask me what disease they
have. . ..’’ (Rural DOTS Provider)

One of the health care providers felt that some TB patients
agreed for HIV testing because of the authoritative position of
health workers and for the fear of not receiving good care if
they did not comply.

‘‘Illiterate and old people are not aware of what is AIDS.
They undergo testing because the DOTS provider or doctor
told them to do. Some think they will not receive good care
if they do not do the test.’’

6.1.3. Lack of HIV testing kits
Three of the health care providers opined that the lack of
regular supply of HIV testing kits was an important barrier to
the integrated HIV/TB programme.

‘‘We are getting more TB patients now for HIV testing.
Sometimes there is shortage of kits and TB patients get
angry, if we ask them to bring the HIV test result on
subsequent visit’’ (Rural DOTS Provider)

6.2. Medical officers

All of them reported that majority of TB patients enrolled in
their chest clinics are being tested for HIV. One of them further
said that very few subjects are not being tested for HIV those
who are less than 2 years of age and those who are not able to
walk or are very sick. Senior officers also raised the same issue
of shortage of HIV kits.
7. Suggestions to increase HIV testing

7.1. DOTS providers

All health care providers agreed that awareness about HIV/
AIDS and HIV/TB co-infection must be increased to improve
the uptake. All the DOTS providers suggested that long
distance of ICTC from DOTS centre needs to be addressed.
Long queue in ICTC also makes the already sick TB patients
disinterested to get tested and the chances of spread of TB to
other clients would be increased. Hence TB patients should get
first priority for testing. Five DOTS providers noticed that as
patients have to visit ICTC two to three times to complete the
whole procedure, it is also a de-motivating factor for TB
patients.

7.2. Medical officers

All medical officers suggested that there should be proper
training of DOTS providers. ‘‘We almost achieve the quantity
of care butwe are still lacking in providing the quality of care to
TB patients’’. One DTO suggested that we need more trained
DOTS providers and counsellors to address the patient–
provider communication gap. Two of themopined that regular
meetings between HIV and TB care providers are necessary for
improving the functioning of this programme.

‘‘Regular meetings between RNTCP staff and ICTC staff are
essential. Problems can be discussed and resolved in these
meetings. . .’’

Two of the officers also proposed that there should be an
uninterrupted supply of HIV kits and the government should
take care of it.

8. Discussion
The present study offers insight into DOTS providers' and
medical officers perspectives regarding TB-HIV intensified
package in a specific context. We sought to find out perception
of providers for non-uptake of HIV testing in TB patients by
doing in depth interviews of 8 DOTS providers and 3 medical
officers. All the providers reported that they were aware that
all TB patients have to be referred for HIV testing except one
who considered that less than 5-year-old child is not at a risk.
However a study done by Bishnu et al. in West Bengal district
revealed that more than half of providers reported awareness
of the policy to refer all patients with TB for HIV testing.7 The
reason for higher level of awareness in present study could be
due to training and regular monthly review meeting for
sensitization of DOTS providers. Almost all providers believed
that TB patients accept and simultaneously undergo the HIV
testwhen they offer it. They reportedly followed the practice of
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offering HIV test on subsequent visits if the patient was not
tested at the first visit. In contrast to this, a study from West
Bengal reported that almost all providers believed that
patients would not undergo HIV testing even when recom-
mended by a provider.7 The reason that providers gave for this
were that: ICTCs were not co-located with TB facilities, were
too far for patients to travel especially in view of poor public
transport facilities, and that ICTCs provided irregular services
and frequently suffered from HIV testing kit shortages. In
contrast to this, present study showed that DOTS providers'
perspective though similar to West Bengal study that the
distance between ICTC and DOTS centre was long and also
that sometimes HIV kit was not available at ICTC, they still
referred almost all TB patients.7 Study from Uganda also
revealed logistical shortages similar to present study.8

Another qualitative study from Zimbabwe also pointed out
the shortage of appropriate counselling space and shortages of
HIV test kits were the main challenges.11

Providers in the West Bengal felt that very few patients
were likely to be HIV positive and therefore they questioned
the rationale for referring all patients for testing.7 However, in
the present study, providers mentioned that although HIV
positivity among TB patients are less, still all TB patients
should be referred for HIV testing. From the in-depth inter-
views of providers and after comparing with the qualitative
study ofWest Bengal, it can be concluded that DOTS providers
of this study were more knowledgeable and highly motivated.
This could be due to regular monthly meetings and constant
supervision from senior officers.7

All providers were aware of the rationale of referring TB
patients for HIV testing and all opined that it was necessary for
each TB patient to be tested for HIV in order to identify TB/HIV
co-infection early.

Regarding approach to HIV testing in TB patients, all
providers admitted that they refer all the patients on same day
whenever possible, but they do not mention the name of test
to patients unless he/she asks. Therefore it is suggested that
there is gap in the policy implementation.

In a study conducted by Anuwatnonthakate et al. in
Thailand, it was observed that providing HIV testing directly
in TB clinics, rather than in other settings, may increase the
proportion of TB patients with known HIV status.14 Stigma
related to TB as well as for HIV is huge in India as reported by
DOTS provider and also by medical officers. A study of South
Africa done by Heunis et al. also reported similar finding. Fear
of stigmatization as a reason for TB patients' non-uptake of
HIV testing also featured prominently in the findings of a
qualitative study in Durban, South Africa by Daftary et al. in
2007.15 Poor patient–provider communication was identified
as barrier for HIV testing by medical officers in our study.
Similarly in a study of Mahendradhata et al., the programme
managers perceived poor patient–provider communication as
one of the most influential barriers to acceptance of HIV
testing.16

9. Conclusion
Most of the DOTS providers referred all TB patients to ICTC for
HIV testing as early as possible. They were all aware about the
rationale of referring TB patients for HIV testing. The long
distance between DOTS centre and ICTC, patients not able to
walk and non-availability of kitswere themajor barriers toHIV
testing identified by health care providers. There is a need to
address the barriers reported by medical officers and DOTS
providers to improve the uptake of HIV testing among TB
patients. Suggestion given by provider can be implemented on
pilot basis.
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Background: Knowledge and awareness regarding oral health problems of tuberculosis

patients [29_TD$DIFF]are lacking among patients, physicians [30_TD$DIFF], as well as dental practitioners.

Aim: This study aimed to assess the oral health status and awareness among [31_TD$DIFF]the tubercu-

losis patients in an Indian population.

Methods: Study sample comprised of 210 tuberculosis patients and 210 [1_TD$DIFF]nontuberculosis

subjects. The tuberculosis patients were categorized into new patients (group A[32_TD$DIFF]), previously

treated (group B[33_TD$DIFF]), and drug-resistant tuberculosis patients (group C). History of present

problem and awareness about oral health was noted. Periodontal health status was [34_TD$DIFF]ascer-

tained using Community Periodontal Index (CPI). Other oral findings were also recorded.

Results: The results were analyzed statistically. 62.9% of total tuberculosis patients had one

or more oral [35_TD$DIFF]problems. Most common problem was tooth pain (34%). CPI score was

significantly higher ([36_TD$DIFF]p < 0.05) for tuberculosis patients (2.94) than [37_TD$DIFF]in control group (1.34).

Mean CPI score for [38_TD$DIFF]groups A, B, and C patients was 2.83, [39_TD$DIFF]2.91, and 3.09, respectively.

Conclusion: This study suggests awareness of oral health status and oral manifestations of

tuberculosis among physicians and dental professionals.

# 2015 Tuberculosis Association of India. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
[41_TD$DIFF][42_TD$DIFF][43_TD$DIFF][44_TD$DIFF]Tuberculosis is a major global health accounting for a
major bulk of the affected population. Even after the
availability of effective drugs and vaccines, making it a
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preventive and curable disease, it remains a worldwide
health issue being the second most common cause of death
from an infectious disease, after the human immunodefi-
ciency virus (HIV). The emergence of drug resistance forms
together with its association with HIV has led to a more
critical situation.1
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Oral manifestations of the tuberculosis [45_TD$DIFF]are rare, despite
being important. There have been studies and various case
reports published2–6 with reference to the oral lesions as being
primary or secondary manifestation of the disease, but
literature is very limited in relation to the oral health status
of [46_TD$DIFF]such patients. In developing countries [47_TD$DIFF]such as India, where
the low-income population becomes a primary target of the
disease, the oral health is largely neglected but adds to
the morbidity of the patient. The purpose of the present study
was to document the oral health problems and to access the
oral health status and awareness among [31_TD$DIFF]the patients suffering
from tuberculosis in an Indian population.
Table 1 – Demographic details and assessment of oral
health awareness among tuberculosis patients ( [2_TD$DIFF]n = 210).

Age in years; average
(max [3_TD$DIFF]–min)

33.64 (13–70)

Gender Male 56.7%, female 43.3%
[4_TD$DIFF]Education Illiterate 44.3%, primary 31.4%,
2. Study population and methods

2.1. Sample selection

The study population comprised 210 tuberculosis patients
(119 male, 91 female) between 18 and 70 years of age (mean
33.64 years) visiting the Government tuberculosis and chest
hospital, Indore, Madhya Pradesh, India. This being a
specialty Tuberculosis Center, a representative section of
the society comprising of all the ethnic and cultural groups
attended the same. The control group consisted of 210 age-
and sex-matched nontuberculosis patients randomly drawn
from volunteers visiting the dental camps on ten primary
locations of same territory. Care was taken to include
approximately equal representation from both sexes and as
many cultural backgrounds as possible.

Inclusion criteria for both the study and the control group
were patients with at least 20 teeth present in the mouth and
aged between 18 and 70 years. Informed written consent was
obtained from all the participants in this study.

Tuberculosis patients were categorized on [49_TD$DIFF]the basis of
history of previous tuberculosis treatment (patient registration
group) according to WHO guidelines6 [50_TD$DIFF]into groups A and B, and
drug-resistant patients were included in group C as follows:
high school 20.5%, degree 3.8%
BCG vaccinated patients [5_TD$DIFF]93 (44.3%)
� G

Oral problem present [6_TD$DIFF]132 (62.9%)
Common oral problem [7_TD$DIFF]Tooth pain 45 (34%), [8_TD$DIFF]gum
roupA[51_TD$DIFF]:Newpatientshavenever been treated for tuberculosis
or have taken anti-[52_TD$DIFF]tubercular drugs for less than 1 month.
present bleeding 43 (32.6%), [9_TD$DIFF]sensitivity
� G

20 (15.2%), [10_TD$DIFF]food impaction
14 (10.6%)

[11_TD$DIFF]Cleaning method Brush 92 (43.8%), wooden stick
roup B[51_TD$DIFF]: Previously treated patients have received 1 month or
more of anti-tubercular drugs in the past including relapse
patients, treatment after failure patients and treatment after
loss to follow-up patients[53_TD$DIFF].
(datun) 6 (2.9%), finger 32
� G

(15.2%), none 2 (1%)

Dentifrice Paste 144 (68.6%), powder 55
(26.2%),
none 9 (4.2%)

Visit to dentist [12_TD$DIFF]Never 177 (84.3%), on problem
33 (15.7%)

[13_TD$DIFF]Tobacco use 102 (48.6%)
Tobacco awareness [14_TD$DIFF]77 (36.7%)
Frequency of teeth
cleaning

[15_TD$DIFF]Once 195 (92.9%), twice 13 (6.2%),
never 2 (1%)

Frequency of tongue
cleaning

[16_TD$DIFF]Daily 45 (21.4%), never 146
(69.5%), rarely 19 (9%)

Other findings HIV 16 (7.62%), SMF 10, lymph
node
enlargement 36 (17.1%), oral ulcer
6 (2.9%)
roup C: All drug resistance tuberculosis patients[54_TD$DIFF].

2.2. Questionnaire

All relevant information regarding the age, gender, education,
BCG vaccination history, awareness about oral hygiene
(cleaning of teeth, visit to dentist), oral hygiene aids used
(finger, stick, tooth brush, tooth paste, tooth powder, tongue
cleaner), frequency of tooth brushing (once, twice daily),
tobacco use, awareness of cancer due to tobacco use, details of
oral problem (if present[55_TD$DIFF]), and any other medical condition
were recorded. [56_TD$DIFF]Detailed history regarding tuberculosis disease
(previous and present symptoms, earlier medication) was also
noted.
2.3. Clinical examination

Clinical examination of oral cavity was done by experienced
dentists (SKG, PS, AM) for oral hygiene status, any ulcer or
other finding. Periodontal status assessment was done with a
Community Periodontal Index (CPI) probe (Hu- [57_TD$DIFF]Friedy, Chicago,
IL, USA), with a 0.5 mm ball tip, with a black band between 3.5
and 5.5 mm. The teeth examined were 17, 16, 11, 26, 27, 37, 36,
31, [58_TD$DIFF]46, and 47. Although 10 index teeth were examined and
only the highest score relating to each sextant was made. The
CPI was recorded for the study and the control group.

Clinical examination for tuberculosis and related symp-
toms was done by a specialist (AK) and a general physician
(PS).

2.4. Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was done using SPSS (10.0) statistical
software. Statistical [59_TD$DIFF]tests employed for the obtained data in
our study were Fischer test, [60_TD$DIFF]Z test, and Mann–Whitney U test.

3. Results
Table 1 shows distribution of tuberculosis patients according
to age, gender, education, vaccination, presence of oral
problem, oral hygiene practices, visits to dentists, use and
awareness for tobacco[61_TD$DIFF], and presence of other disease. 62.9% of
total tuberculosis patients complained of one or more [62_TD$DIFF]oral
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Fig. 1 – Mean Community Periodontal Index scores of
different categories.
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problems. Most common complaint was tooth pain (34%)
followed by gum bleeding (32.6%), sensitivity (15.2%), and food
impaction (10.6%). 84.3% of total tuberculosis patients had
never visited to dentist. 48.6% (102) consumed tobacco, out of
which [63_TD$DIFF]43 (42.15%) were aware of ill-effects of tobacco. 92.9%
(195) of total patients used to brush once a day, 6.2% (13) twice a
day[64_TD$DIFF], and 1% (2) never brushed at all. 69.5% (146) patients had
never cleaned their tongue.

CPI score of total tuberculosis patients (210) was 2.94 in
comparison to 1.34 of control group (210). This difference was
statistically significant ( [65_TD$DIFF]p < 0.05; Table 1). On intra group
comparison among tuberculosis patients, interestingly, with
the advancement of chronicity and drug-resistance of disease,
the severity of periodontal disease also increased. Mean CPI
score for [38_TD$DIFF]groups A, B, and C patients was 2.83, [66_TD$DIFF]2.91, and 3.09,
respectively, although this difference was statistically insig-
nificant ( [67_TD$DIFF]p > 0.05; Fig. 1).

Periodontal examination was carried out on all the teeth
and each sextant was compared[68_TD$DIFF], as this would avoid
underemphasis/overemphasis. Periodontal status of both
tuberculosis and [69_TD$DIFF]nontuberculosis patients is depicted in
Table 2. It was found that CPI scores representing periodontal
Table 2 – Comparative periodontal status (CPI scores) of [17_TD$DIFF]tuberc
dental arch.

Groups Maxillary
right

Maxillary
anterior

Maxillary
left

Male TB (119) 2.14 � 1.27 1.66 � 1.07 2.41 � 1.13
Male non-TB (105) 0.95 � 0.66 0.68 � 0.61 1.0 � 0.73
[18_TD$DIFF]p Value 0.000 0.000 0.000
Female TB (91) 2.18 � 1.22 1.60 � 1.10 2.41 � 1.13
Female non-TB (95) 0.86 � 0.69 0.58 � 0.56 0.94 � 0.67
[18_TD$DIFF]p Value 0.000 0.000 0.000
Total TB (210) 2.17 � 1.22 1.64 � 1.10 2.41 � 1.13
Total non-TB (210) 0.91 � 0.67 0.63 � 0.59 0.97 � 0.70
[18_TD$DIFF]p Value 0.000 0.000 0.000

[1 9_TD$DIFF]p Value < 0.05 = HS.
status were significantly higher in both the sexes among
tuberculosis patients in comparison to [1_TD$DIFF]nontuberculosis
control group ( [36_TD$DIFF]p < 0.05; Table 2).

On comparing various locations in oral cavity (sextant-wise
distribution), the difference was highly significant among
the tuberculosis patients in all sextants in comparison to
control ([70_TD$DIFF]p < 0.05; Table 2 and Fig. 2). Mandibular right side was
most affected followed by maxillary left, mandibular anterior,
mandibular left, maxillary right[71_TD$DIFF], and maxillary anterior
sextants.

Other oral findings included oral ulcers in 6 (2.9%), sub
mucous fibrosis in 10 [72_TD$DIFF](4.76%), and generalized attrition in
18 (8.57%) patients. 16 (7.62%) patients were having HIV
infection. Lymphnode enlargementwas seen among 36 (17.1%)
patients (Table 1).

4. Discussion
Despite the encouraging progress of tuberculosis control [73_TD$DIFF]

programs, the global burden of tuberculosis remains enor-
mous. Geographically, South-East Asia and Western Pacific
regions accounted for 60% of cases globally. India alone is
having 26%ofworldwide cases[74_TD$DIFF].1 There is still a lack of stress on
oral health by the authorities for tuberculosis patients.
Previous studies2–6 have mainly focused on oral ulcers or
growth as the primary manifestation of tuberculosis, peri-
odontal health status of the patients has been largely
neglected. To [75_TD$DIFF]the best of our knowledge, assessment of
periodontal health of tuberculosis patients in Indian popula-
tion is limited. As suggested by this study, there is increased
CPI score [76_TD$DIFF](2.94); that is indicative of significantly compromised
periodontal health of tuberculosis patients in comparison to
control group (CPI score, 1.34). 62.9% of total tuberculosis
patients were suffering from one or more oral [62_TD$DIFF]problems. It can
be safely concluded that severity of periodontal disease among
tuberculosis patients is also dependent on advancement
and drug-resistance of disease. Drug[77_TD$DIFF]-resistant tuberculosis
patients were having higher mean CPI score (3.09) in
comparison to previously treated (2.91) followed by new
patients. On basis of this study, a direct cause[78_TD$DIFF]–effect
relationship between tuberculosis and compromised [79_TD$DIFF]peri-
odontal health can be suggested. Furthermore specific studies
will be required to confirm this relationship.
ulosis and nontuberculosis patients at different sextant of

Mandibular
right

Mandibular
anterior

Mandibular
left

CPI score

2.63 � 1.02 2.35 � 1.01 2.29 � 0.86 2.95 � 0.81
0.95 � 0.73 0.92 � 0.69 1.01 � 0.83 1.35 � 1.00
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
2.54 � 0.96 2.19 � 0.95 2.13 � 0.87 2.92 � 0.76
0.99 � 0.74 0.86 � 0.71 0.99 � 0.72 1.32 � 0.93
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
2.61 � 0.96 2.30 � 0.95 2.25 � 0.87 2.94 � 0.76
0.97 � 0.73 0.90 � 0.70 1.0 � 0.77 1.34 � 0.96
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
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Fig. 2 – Mean Community Periodontal Index scores of
tuberculosis and nontuberculosis male patients at different
sextant of dental arch.
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Population-based studies have identified a number of
risk factors including age, male gender, tobacco consumption,
HIV co-infection, diabetes, anemia, drug resistance, disease
severity as co-morbid conditions following a diagnosis of
tuberculosis[80_TD$DIFF].7–11 HIV infection was the most common
co-morbid condition among tuberculosis patients in this
study. The percentage of tuberculosis patients with HIV was
7.62%. This is in accordance with the WHO report[81_TD$DIFF], which
estimated HIV prevalence among tuberculosis patients in
India to be [82_TD$DIFF]8.6%.12 Patients (48.6%) had the habit of tobacco
consumption [83_TD$DIFF], which could have been avoided or rather the
Government should have prohibited, for both better prognosis
of disease and oral health.

With respect to presence of oral ulcers, 2.9% (6) of the
patients had oral ulcer. This is higher than previous
studies13,14 reporting from 0.8% to 1%. In our study[84_TD$DIFF], all the
oral ulcers were secondary to lung involvement as previous
studies[85_TD$DIFF].14,15 Among other oral findings, sub mucous fibrosis
(4.76%) and generalized attrition (8.57%) were common. 17.1%
patients had either cervical or submandibular lymph node
enlargement. Conclusively, recent increase in the incidence of
tuberculosis, combined with an emerging global resistance to
anti[86_TD$DIFF]-tubercular drugs, warrants an amplified awareness of the
involvement of [87_TD$DIFF]Mycobacterium tuberculosis[88_TD$DIFF] in persistent or
atypical lesions in the oral cavity as well as compromised oral
health status of these patients. Therefore[89_TD$DIFF], it becomes the
responsibility of the dental professionals and physicians to be
aware of the oral health status and oral manifestations of
tuberculosis. On the basis of results of this study, it can be
suggested that regular oral health check-ups should be a
requisite for all tuberculosis patients. Simple oral hygiene
measures should be prescribed along with proper manage-
ment of present oral problems.
[90_TD$DIFF]Conflicts of interest
The authors have none to declare.
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[45_TD$DIFF]Background: Meghalaya has high tuberculosis burden with increasing multidrug-resistant

tuberculosis (MDR-TB) cases. Drug [46_TD$DIFF]-induced hypothyroidism is one of the well [47_TD$DIFF]-documented

adverse effects in treatment of MDR-TB, the data of which are unavailable in [48_TD$DIFF]the population

residing in this part of the Indian subcontinent.

[49_TD$DIFF]Aim: This study was undertaken to assess the thyroid profile status of patients under DOTS

Plus treatment and to evaluate the effects of anti [50_TD$DIFF]-tubercular drugs on thyroid functions with

respect to the pre-treatment thyroid status.

[51_TD$DIFF]Methods: A prospective study of 114 patients who initiated treatment for MDR-TB between

June 2012 and August 2013 was performed. Thyroid hormones [52_TD$DIFF], viz., TSH, Total T3, Total T4,

Free T3 and Free T4 were estimated.

[53_TD$DIFF]Results: Out of our study group of 114MDR-TB patients, 15 dead patients and defaulters were

excluded. So, out of 99 patients, [54_TD$DIFF]till now, 76 patients have completed 6 months of DOTS Plus

treatment [55_TD$DIFF]and were re-evaluated for thyroid status. 52(68%) patients showed TSH levels

more than the reference limit of 5.60 mIU/mL and 5(7%) patients had TSH >10 mIU/mL

suggesting presence of sub [56_TD$DIFF]-clinical hypothyroidism.

[57_TD$DIFF]Conclusion: We suggest the need for Mandatory TSH screening at baseline and then six

months interval [58_TD$DIFF]for all patients taking DOTS Plus so that no adverse effect goes under [59_TD$DIFF]-

reported and early intervention if required should be done to maintain proper adherence.
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[62_TD$DIFF]1. Introduction
[63_TD$DIFF][64_TD$DIFF][65_TD$DIFF]India is the highest tuberculosis (TB) burden country account-
ing for one-fifth (21%) of the global incidence. An increasing
morbidity and mortality from TB in the near future is forecast
for the world at large, with the number of newly occurring
cases predicted to increase from 7.5 million a year in 1990 to
8.8, 10.2 and 11.9 million in the years 1995, 2002 and 2005,
respectively, an increase amounting to 58.6% over a 15-year
period.1 For the year 2012, the incidence and prevalence of TB
in India are 168 and [66_TD$DIFF]232, respectively per lakh population.2

During this period[67_TD$DIFF], the incidence and prevalence of TB in the
state of Meghalaya are 170 and [68_TD$DIFF]188, respectively per lakh
population [69_TD$DIFF]3 showing a higher than national incidence rate.
Moreover, the association with HIV and increasing [70_TD$DIFF]multidrug-
resistant tuberculosis (MDR-TB) [71_TD$DIFF]is becoming a serious issue,
especially for the developing nations like India.

Althoughmajor progress has beenmade towards achieving
global control of tuberculosis (TB) over the past two decades,
this progress is being threatened by M/XDR-TB, a form of TB
that is more difficult and costly to diagnose, treat and cure
thandrug-susceptible TB.MDR-TB is definedas resistance to at
least isoniazid and rifampicin (two of themost potent first[72_TD$DIFF]-line
anti-TB drugs), with or without resistance to other first-line
drugs. MDR-TB is important because patients with this type of
drug resistance respond extremely poorly to standard anti-TB
treatment with first-line drugs. MDR-TB requires relatively
costly laboratory diagnosis and treatment for at least [73_TD$DIFF]2 years
with drugs that are expensive, toxic [74_TD$DIFF]and not particularly
potent. A case of MDR-TB is about [75_TD$DIFF]20–40 timesmore expensive
to manage than a case of drug-sensitive TB and patient
suffering is magnified with an impact on the economy of the
country. In 2008, the World Health Organization (WHO)
estimated that 440,000 cases of MDR-TB emerged globally;
85% of its global burden occurs in 27 countries.4 Globally, 3.6%
of new TB cases and 20.2% of previously treated cases are
estimated to have MDR-TB. These estimates are essentially
unchanged from 2011.5 India is also no exception with a
prevalence of MDR-TB to be �3% among new TB cases and [76_TD$DIFF]12–
17% among previously treated TB cases.6 These surveys have
been used by WHO in the Global TB Report 2011, which
estimated[77_TD$DIFF], among the 1.5 million RNTCP-notified cases of
pulmonary TB in India in 2010, approximately 64,000 cases of
MDR-TB [78_TD$DIFF]that could be diagnosed. India initiated the DOTS Plus
strategy under the Revised National Tuberculosis Control
Programme (RNTCP) for the MDR-TB patients with effect from
August 2007. Here, standardized treatment regimen for MDR-
TB under daily DOT includes [79_TD$DIFF]6–9 months of Kanamycin,
Levofloxacin, Cycloserine, Ethionamide, Pyrazinamide and
Ethambutol in the intensive phase and then 18 months of
Levofloxacin, Cycloserine, Ethionamide and Ethambutol in the
continuation phase. PAS is used as a substitute drug in case of
intolerance. It is already known that these [80_TD$DIFF]second-line drugs
under Cat-IV used for treatment of MDR-TB have a number of
adverse effects involving almost every system of the body and
hypothyroidism is one of them[81_TD$DIFF], which is a well-documented,
but relatively uncommon and often overlooked adverse effect.
In the East Khasi Hills (EKH) district of Meghalaya, treatment
under DOTS Plus started from June 2012. But till now no such
data are available regarding the adverse effects of these drugs
on the thyroid gland of the population residing in this part of
the Indian subcontinent. Keeping all these facts in mind, we
have decided to carry out a prospective study amongst all the
patients under DOTS Plus treatment in EKH district of
Meghalaya with the objectives of assessing the thyroid profile
of MDR-TB patients under DOTS Plus treatment and to
evaluate the effects of anti[50_TD$DIFF]-tubercular drugs on thyroid
functions with respect to the pre-treatment thyroid status
of MDR-TB patients as most of these MDR-TB patients live in
resource-poor and geographically difficult settings where
laboratory screening may not be readily available, and side
effects may go undiagnosed.
2. [82_TD$DIFF]Material and methods

2.1. Study design and setting

The present study was undertaken in the Clinical Chemistry
Laboratory of Department of Biochemistry, North Eastern
Indira Gandhi Regional Institute of Health and Medical
Sciences (NEIGRIHMS), Shillong in collaboration with District
TB Office, EKH District, Shillong, Meghalaya. This prospective
and longitudinal study was carried out within [83_TD$DIFF]the period from
June 2012 to August 2013.

2.2. Patient selection

Patients were recruited from District TB Centre (DTC)
irrespective of their age, sex, religion, socio-economic status
or any other demographic profile. All the caseswere confirmed
as MDR-TB by Culture and Drug Susceptibility Testing (DST)
from RNTCP accredited National Reference [84_TD$DIFF]Laboratory (NRL),
NewDelhi. After obtaining approval from Institutional Human
Ethics Committee, informed consents of patients were taken.
Detailed history taking and pre-treatment evaluation as per
RNTCP DOTS Plus Guidelines were done[85_TD$DIFF], which included
weight and height of the patients, Complete Blood Count,
Blood sugar, Liver Function Tests, Blood Urea and Serum
Creatinine to assess the Kidney function, Urine examination,
Pregnancy test for all women in the child bearing age group
and Chest X-[86_TD$DIFF]ray besides the estimations of Thyroid hormones[52_TD$DIFF],
viz., TSH, Total T3, Total T4, Free T3 and Free T4. Patients
having history of any thyroid disease, other co-morbid
diseases, pregnant women or patient having h/o radiotherapy
were excluded from the study. A total of 114 patients were
diagnosed as MDR-TB cases and put on DOTS Plus treatment
till August 2013. Out of them[87_TD$DIFF], 11 patients died, 3 were dropouts
and 1 patient was co-infected with HIV making our study
group [88_TD$DIFF]to 99 MDR-TB patients. So, [89_TD$DIFF]equal number of age- and
sex-matched voluntary healthy subjects [90_TD$DIFF]was taken as con-
trols. 76 MDR-TB patients completed 6 months or more of
DOTS Plus treatment till conclusion of our study.

2.3. Measurement of [31_TD$DIFF]thyroid hormones

Blood samples were collected in vacutainers under all aseptic
and antiseptic conditions and serum was separated by
centrifugation. Tests for serum Thyroid Stimulating Hormone
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Fig. 1 – Age distribution of cases.
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(TSH), Total T3, Total T4, Free T3 and Free T4 were performed
by chemiluminescence method in Beckman Coulter Access2
Immunoassay System. Serum Hypersensitive TSH done here
was a 3rd generation test7 and all the thyroid hormones were
assayed on the same day of sample collection under standard
assay protocol [91_TD$DIFF]using reagents from Beckman Coulter, USA.8–12

Quality control was maintained by using Bio-Rad internal
quality control samples and external quality control by
samples from Association of Clinical Biochemists of India
(ACBI) prepared by Christian Medical College (CMC), Vellore.
During the study period, the %CV of the parameters TSH, Total
T3, Total T4, Free T3 and Free T4 were 1.96, 2.03, 3.34, 1.66 [92_TD$DIFF]and
3.43, respectively.

2.4. Data collection and analysis

All the patients were prospectively followed from June 2012
when [93_TD$DIFF]the first patient was put on DOTS Plus treatment in
EKH district of Meghalaya. Out of the 99 cases, 76 have
completed 6 months or more of DOTS Plus regimen till
August 2013. So, thyroid hormones were again measured in
them after 6 months of completion of DOTS Plus. Statistical
analysis of the data was performed by using Microsoft Excel
software. A ' [94_TD$DIFF]p' value of less than or equal to 0.05 was
considered significant.

3. [53_TD$DIFF]Results
In our study, out of the 99 cases, 63 were males and 36 were
females. The mean age of study population was 32.29 � 12.98
years with a range from 11 to 85 years. Age distribution of the
study subjects is shown in Fig. 1. Complete Blood Count,
Blood sugar [95_TD$DIFF]and Liver and Kidney Function Test results of all
the patients were within normal limits. The mean concen-
trations of the thyroid hormones for all the 99 cases and
controls are represented in Table 1 along with their statistical
significance. From the table it is evident that there was no
Table 1 – Comparison of thyroid profile of cases before starting

Variables Mean � SD

TSH (mIU/mL) Cases
(Pre-treatment)

2.50 � 1.37

Controls 2.58 � 1.48

[6_TD$DIFF]Total T3 (ng/mL) Cases
(Pre-treatment)

1.22 � 0.62

Controls 1.28 � 0.57

[8_TD$DIFF]Total T4 (mg/dL) Cases
(Pre-treatment)

9.36 � 2.17

Controls 9.32 � 2.06

[10_TD$DIFF]Free T3 (pg/mL) Cases
(Pre-treatment)

3.28 � 0.48

Controls 3.21 � 0.42

[12_TD$DIFF]Free T4 (ng/dL) Cases
(Pre-treatment)

0.87 � 0.37

Controls 0.89 � 0.39

[14_TD$DIFF]a From the product inserts for Access TSH, Total T3, Total T4, Free T3 an
significant difference of thyroid hormone [96_TD$DIFF]concentrations
between Pre-treatment cases and control group. If we see the
gender wise distribution of the concentrations of all
the thyroid hormones in the 99 cases [97_TD$DIFF], then it is seen that
in the 63 males the mean concentration of serum TSH
was 2.37 � 1.34 mIU/mL and the same for 36 female cases was
2.92 � 1.82 mIU/mL. Likewise [98_TD$DIFF], the differences between the
concentrations for Total T3, Total T4, Free T3 and Free T4
between male and female cases are also statistically not
significant. In [99_TD$DIFF]Table 2, themean concentrations of the thyroid
hormones for all the cases and follow [100_TD$DIFF]-ups are represented
along with their gender wise distribution and statistical
significances. From Fig. 2, the differences of thyroid profile
between pre-treatment evaluation and at 6 months of DOTS
Plus treatment can be easily visualized. All the patients were
given [101_TD$DIFF]the same 6 drugs in their intensive phase as per their
body weight. The results for the only patient [102_TD$DIFF], who is co-
infected with HIV and hence excluded from our analysis [103_TD$DIFF],
receiving PAS along with these 6 drugs [104_TD$DIFF], are shown in Table 3.
The elevation in serum TSH concentration after completion
of 6 months of intensive therapy can be easily ascertained
from Fig. 3.
treatment and controls.

Reference range[3_TD$DIFF]a Significance level ([4_TD$DIFF]p)

[5_TD$DIFF]0.34–5.60 >0.05

[7_TD$DIFF]0.87–1.78 >0.05

[9_TD$DIFF]6.09–12.23 >0.05

[11_TD$DIFF]2.50–3.90 >0.05

[13_TD$DIFF]0.61–1.12 >0.05

d Free T4 assay by Beckman Coulter, Inc. Brea, CA [15_TD$DIFF]92821.



Table 2 – Gender wise distribution of thyroid profile in patient group.

Variables Male Mean � SD Significance
level ([16_TD$DIFF]p)

Female Mean � SD Significance
level ( [17_TD$DIFF]p)

TSH (mIU/mL) Pre-treatment 2.34 � 1.25 <0.0001 Pre-treatment 2.78 � 1.55 <0.0001
[18_TD$DIFF]After 6 months 6.50 � 2.17 [19_TD$DIFF]After 6 months 7.17 � 2.65

[20_TD$DIFF]Total T3 (ng/mL) Pre-treatment 1.26 � 0.73 0.26 Pre-treatment 1.16 � 0.35 0.21
[18_TD$DIFF]After 6 months 1.18 � 0.31 [21_TD$DIFF]After 6 months 1.07 � 0.31

[22_TD$DIFF]Total T4 (mg/dL) Pre-treatment 9.22 � 2.23 <0.05 Pre-treatment 9.62 � 2.06 <0.05
[18_TD$DIFF]After 6 months 8.64 � 2.05 [23_TD$DIFF]After 6 months 8.98 � 1.68

[24_TD$DIFF]Free T3 (pg/mL) Pre-treatment 3.27 � 0.48 <0.05 Pre-treatment 3.29 � 0.49 <0.05
[18_TD$DIFF]After 6 months 2.82 � 0.39 [25_TD$DIFF]After 6 months 2.61 � 0.62

[26_TD$DIFF]Free T4 (ng/dL) Pre-treatment 0.82 � 0.17 <0.001 Pre-treatment 0.95 � 0.57 <0.001
[18_TD$DIFF]After 6 months 0.70 � 0.13 [27_TD$DIFF]After 6 months 0.74 � 0.23

[28_TD$DIFF]Pre-treatment group: No. of males = 63, No. of females [29_TD$DIFF]= 36, Total = 99.
After 6 months: No. of males = 51, No. of females [30_TD$DIFF]= 25, Total = 76.
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4. [105_TD$DIFF]Discussion
The present study revealed that thyroid hormone levels were
altered in MDR-TB patients under DOTS Plus. As per Fig. 1,
most of the cases (70%) are occurring within the age group of [106_TD$DIFF]

[(Fig._2)TD$FIG]

Fig. 2 – Comparison of thyroid profile in patient group[1_TD$DIFF].

Table 3 – Comparison of [31_TD$DIFF]thyroid profile in the patient
getting [32_TD$DIFF]ethionamide-PAS combination.

Variables Serum
concentration

Reference
range[33_TD$DIFF]a

TSH (mIU/mL) Pre-treatment 3.94 [34_TD$DIFF]0.34–5.60
After 6 months 30.71

[20_TD$DIFF]Total T3 (ng/mL) Pre-treatment 1.16 [35_TD$DIFF]0.87–1.78
After 6 months 1.30

[22_TD$DIFF]Total T4 (mg/dL) Pre-treatment 11.00 [36_TD$DIFF]6.09–12.23
After 6 months 9.12

[24_TD$DIFF]Free T3 (pg/mL) Pre-treatment 3.36 [37_TD$DIFF]2.50–3.90
After 6 months 3.19

[26_TD$DIFF]Free T4 (ng/dL) Pre-treatment 0.94 [38_TD$DIFF]0.61–1.12
After 6 months 0.63

[39_TD$DIFF]aFrom the product inserts for Access TSH, Total T3, Total T4, Free
T3 and Free T4 assay by Beckman Coulter, Inc. Brea, CA [40_TD$DIFF]92821.
20–40 years, i.e., in the most active period of the lives of the
individuals. Although India is among those countries where
iodine intake tends to be adequate [107_TD$DIFF],13 to avoid any discrepancy,
the pre-treatment thyroid profile of thepatients [108_TD$DIFF]was compared
with equal number of age [109_TD$DIFF]- and sex-matched controls with
same dietary habits[110_TD$DIFF], which revealed that there [111_TD$DIFF]was no
significant difference with the baseline thyroid profile of [112_TD$DIFF]the
general population (Table 1). If we see gender wise, then
increase in serum TSH concentration is statistically very
significant. As per Table 2, decreases in SerumTotal T4, Free T3
and Free T4 levels are also significant. Although there is slight
decrease in mean serum Total T3 levels after 6 months of
intensive therapy[113_TD$DIFF], they are statistically not [114_TD$DIFF]significant as
p > 0.05. A significant increase in serum TSH concentration
has been noted in patients after 6 months of treatment [115_TD$DIFF], which
is evident from Fig. 2 and statistically very significant too. Out
of the 76 patients screened for thyroid profile after 6months of
treatment, 52 (68%) [116_TD$DIFF]are showing TSH levels more than the
reference limit of 5.60 mIU/mL and 5 patients (7%) [117_TD$DIFF]have TSH
value more than 10 mIU/mL. But none of them complained of
any specific symptoms of hypothyroidism nor is any clinically
evident thyroid swelling present till now[118_TD$DIFF], which suggests
presence of sub[56_TD$DIFF]-clinical hypothyroidism[119_TD$DIFF], although they pre-
sentedwith generalized ill health and [120_TD$DIFF]were admitted to DTC. If
we refer to similar studies by Chhabra et al[121_TD$DIFF]., they have found
clinically evident hypothyroidism in 11% of cases.14 In another
study by Satti et al[121_TD$DIFF]., occurrence of hypothyroidism was 69%
where they have defined hypothyroidism as at least one TSH
value >10.0 mIU/mL.15 In a prospective study carried out by
Modongo and Zetola in Botswana, evidence of hypothyroidism
was found to be 34.3%.16 The exact cause of hypothyroidism is
still unclear but the most offending agents are Ethionamide
and PAS.17 Drucker et al. [122_TD$DIFF]studied the goitrogenic effect in
vitro by incubating ethionamide in various concentrations
(10�3 to 10�7 mol/L) with ovine thyroid cells in tissue cultures.
Ethionamide inhibited the trapping of technetium and
organification of iodine at concentrations seen clinically
(10�5 mol/L). Hence[123_TD$DIFF], ethionamide appeared to be a potential
goitrogen in susceptible persons.18 PAS is also having
inhibitory effect on thyroid gland. The synergistic inhibitory
effect of these two drugs on thyroid gland can be seen on the
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Fig. 3 – Comparison of TSH [2_TD$DIFF]concentrations in study subjects.
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TSH level of the only patient who is getting [124_TD$DIFF]a combination of
both the drugs in our study[125_TD$DIFF], as his serum TSH levels are
increased by almost 10 times after 6 months of DOTS Plus
treatment. But other factors cannot be ruled out as [126_TD$DIFF]the patient
is getting anti-retroviral therapy also.
5. [57_TD$DIFF]Conclusion
MDR-TB is mostly a man-made phenomenon as poor
treatment, poor drugs and poor adherence lead to the
development of MDR-TB. Although any conclusion based on
available evidence is preliminary, the frequency of drug-
induced hypothyroidism in patients exposed to MDR-TB is
increasing. Hence, early screening and intervention, if re-
quired for all patients taking DOTS Plus[127_TD$DIFF], should be done.
Specific protocols are to be formulated under our National
Programme for mandatory monitoring of thyroid profile at
least every 6months if not earlier when patient is under DOTS
Plus regimen instead of waiting for clinical indications, so that
development of hypothyroidism can be detected at the earliest
and treatment default can be minimized.
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Background: Alcohol use is implicated in awide variety of diseases and disorders including TB.

Objectives: To study the prevalence and pattern of alcohol use among the PTB patients

registered under RNTCP in urban Pondicherry and the association of various socio-demo-

graphic variables with alcohol drinking during treatment.

Methods: A cross-sectional study was conducted among 235 PTB patients from 6 randomly

selected urban PHCs of Pondicherry from Jan 2013 to March 2014. Alcohol Use Disorder

Identification Test (AUDIT) was used for screening the PTB patients for their severity of

alcohol use. Datawere entered in Epi-data v3.1 andwas analyzed by SPSS v20. Chi-square test

and multiple-logistic regression were used.

Results: Prevalence of alcohol use among PTB patients at the time of diagnosis was 59% and

during treatment was 31.5%. Around 54% PTB patients had alcohol use disorders (AUD) during

diagnosis, whereas the same during treatment was 26.4%. Among drinkers at the time of

diagnosis (n = 139), 80% modified and 20% did not modify their alcohol use even after TB

diagnosis. Male gender was significantly associated with alcohol use (p ≤ 0.001). Univariate

analysis showed that lower level of education, lower SES, unemployed/unskilled/semiskilled/

skilledoccupationalgroup,andCategory IIweresignificantlyassociatedwithalcoholuseamong

malepatients (p< 0.05).Multivariateanalysisshowedthatnoneof thevariableswereassociated.

Conclusions: One-third of PTB patients were drinking alcohol during the treatment. Though

80% modified alcohol use after TB diagnosis, the rest 20% did not modify. Necessary

interventions need to be planned to screen for alcohol use.
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1. Introduction
Tuberculosis continues to be a major public health problem in
the world.1 India is one of the high TB burden countries
contributing to almost 1/4th of global TB cases. As per WHO
estimated burden of tuberculosis in India in 2012, the
incidence of TB was 176 per 100,000 and the prevalence was
230 per 100,000 population.1

Alcohol use is implicated in a wide variety of diseases,
disorders and injuries, including TB.2 The association of
alcohol use and tuberculosis had been known for a long time,
even before the aetiology of tuberculosis was known. Benja-
min Rush as early as 1785 listed tuberculosis and pneumonia
as infectious squeal of sustained heavy alcohol use.3 Alcohol
use significantly increases the risk of active TB.2 This may be
due to increased risk of infection related to specific social
mixing patterns associated with alcohol use and also as a
result of decreased immunity among the alcohol users. Jurgen
Rehm et al.4 found that heavy alcohol use strongly predicts
both the incidence and adverse outcome of tuberculosis.
Heavy alcohol use was found to be linked to altered
pharmacokinetics of TB medication, social marginalization
and drift, higher re-infection rate, higher default rate and
development ofmulti-drug resistant TB. It has also been found
that there is delay in diagnosis of TB among the TB suspects
with the history of alcohol abuse.5 In India, alcohol intake is
one of the major risk factors for treatment non-compliance
andmortality under DOTS (directly observed treatment, short-
course) therapy.6 Even though the ill effects of alcohol use are
well known, health care providers in India do not routinely
screen for 'alcohol use disorders' (AUD) while treating for TB.
Screening for AUD among TB patients is routinely carried out
in developed countries like Russia.7

Screening for alcohol disorders is expected to improve TB
treatment outcomes by planning appropriate intervention. In
the present study, Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test
(AUDIT) was used to screen the PTB patients for assessing
their magnitude of alcohol use. The objectives were to study
the prevalence and pattern of alcohol use among the
pulmonary tuberculosis patients registered under RNTCP in
urban Pondicherry and to study the association of various
socio-demographic variables with alcohol drinking during
treatment.
2. Materials and methods

Thiswas a community-based cross-sectional study carried out
between January 2013 and March 2014 in Pondicherry district.
The total population of Pondicherry8 is 12,44,464. Around 68%
of populations in Pondicherry live in urban areas.

The sample size was calculated to be 235 by using the
prevalence of alcohol use among tuberculosis patients, aged 15
years and above, and was 29% in urban area,9 with relative
precision of 20% and 95% confidence interval. The study was
restricted to urban PHCs of Pondicherry. Six out of 12 urban
PHCs10 were selected randomly till the cumulative total of PTB
patients of previous year satisfied the sample size necessary
for the study. Inclusion criteria were PTB patients aged 15
years and above. Category IV tuberculosis patients were
excluded. All the eligible consecutive PTB patients from
selected six PHCs were included in the study. The location
of these PHCs was scattered all over urban Pondicherry, thus
this was expected to represent total PTB patients of urban
Pondicherry. Eligible patients were interviewed in the Contin-
uation Phase (CP) of their TB treatment. During the Intensive
Phase (IP) of TB treatment, patients are frequently monitored
by health worker. Thus during the IP, patient motivation to
follow advice and adopt healthy lifestyle is high, study during
the IP may falsely undermine the magnitude of alcohol use.
Interviewing them during the CP of TB treatment may reflect
the true picture of alcohol use pattern.

The study was approved by the Institute Ethics Committee.
Demography details of eligible PTB patients were obtained
from the TB treatment cards maintained for each patient in
their respective PHCs. All the eligible TB patients were
contacted at their place of residence. Adequate time was
spentwith each PTBpatient to build up rapportwith them, and
informed consent was taken from participants before collect-
ing information. The houses which were either locked or
where the patient was not present at the time of the visit were
revisited one more time at a later date. Patient who could not
be contacted during the 2nd visit was not contacted further.

2.1. Study tools

A pre-tested interview schedule was used to collect informa-
tion from the study participants' socio-demographic factors
such as age, gender, education and occupation were obtained
from the subject by personal interview. Education status was
classified based on the Tamil Nadu Education Board.11 Socio-
economic status was classified using Modified Kuppusamy
classification – 201212 for the urban areas. Occupation was
classified using National Classification of Occupations, 2004.13

The Alcohol Use Disorder Identification Test (AUDIT)14 was
used to assess TB patients alcohol use status, and accordingly,
alcohol dependence level was categorized as low risk,
hazardous or harmful use and probable alcohol dependence.
AUDIThas 10 items. Eachof the itemshad a score ranging from
0 to 4; thus, the total score was 40. Aggregate score of less than
8 was interpreted as Low risk and score of 8 or more was
considered to have Alcohol Use Disorder (AUD). AUD meant
that the person's pattern of alcohol use was hazardous or
harmful to his health (Score 8–19), or person probably suffers
from alcohol dependence (Score ≥ 20).

2.2. Definitions

Ever Drinker: those who had consumed alcohol anytime in the
past; Current Drinker: those who had consumed alcohol in the
past one year; Former Drinker: thosewhohad consumed alcohol
before the past one year; Never Drinker (Lifetime abstainers):
those who had not consumed alcohol anytime in the past. In
our study, following operational definitions were used.
Drinkers at the time of diagnosis: PTB patients who consumed
alcohol anytime during the period, one year before the date of
interview to till the time of diagnosis; Drinkers during treatment:
PTB patients who consumed alcohol any time after the
diagnosis to till the date of interview.



Table 1 – Socio-demographic details of PTB patients from
urban PHCs of Pondicherry (2013–2014).

Variables N (%)

Age group
15–29 41 (17.5)
30–44 81 (34.5)
45–59 80 (34.0)
≥60 33 (14.0)
Gender
Male 187 (79.6)
Female 48 (20.4)
Education status
No formal education/Primary class 67 (28.5)
Upper primary/Secondary class 103 (43.8)
Higher secondary/Graduate 65 (27.7)
Occupation
Unemployed 32 (13.6)
Unskilled/Semiskilled/Skilled 163 (69.4)
Professional/Businessman 40 (17.0)
Socio-Economic class
Upper and middle class 120 (51.1)
Lower class 115 (48.9)
Category of TB treatment
Cat I 181 (77)
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The PTB patients were interviewed to assess the status of
their alcohol use both before and after TB diagnosis by using
the same set of questions as given in the AUDIT questionnaire.
The status of alcohol intake at the time of diagnosis and during
treatment was captured. Subjects were asked regarding their
perceived behaviour change such as discontinued/reduced/
maintained the same level/increased alcohol use after their TB
diagnosis as compared to their status of alcohol use before TB
diagnosis.

2.3. Data analysis

Data were collected and entered in the Epidata version 3.1.15 It
was exported to excel and was analyzed using IBM SPSS
version 20.16 Description of all socio-demographic variables
and alcohol prevalence among PTB patients was reported in
percentages. Pattern of alcohol use and its severity was also
reported in percentages. Association between socio-demo-
graphic variables and alcohol use was analyzed by using the
Chi-square test. Multiple logistic regression was used to find
out the independent variable for alcohol use among PTB
patients. Adjusted odds ratio was given.
Cat II 54 (23)
Total 235 (100)
3. Results

Out of the total 265 pulmonary tuberculosis patients registered
in the select 6 PHCs during the study period, 235 (88.7%) were
included and 30 (11.3%) patients could not be contacted in the
study. Among the 30 PTB patients, 11 (4.6%) could not be
contacted even after two house visits (not available in both
occasions); 15 (5.6%) had shifted the residence, which was
recorded as ‘‘change of address’’ in RNTCP treatment card and
4 (1.5%) had died while on treatment. The mean (SD) time
interval between initiation of CP of TB treatment and data
collection was 12 � 4 weeks.

3.1. Socio-demographic details

Majority of the PTB patients weremales (79.6%). Mean (SD) age
was 44 � 14 years. Majority (44%) of the PTB patients were
educated up to Upper primary/Secondary class (Class 6–10),
28.5% had No formal education/Primary class (Class 1 to 5) and
another 27.5% had education beyond Class 10 (Higher
secondary/Graduate). Nearly 70% of them were working in
Unskilled/Semiskilled/Skilled jobs, 13%were Unemployed and
the rest 17% were working as Professionals/Businessmen.
Nearly half (49%) of them belonged to lower SES. More than
three-fourth of PTB patients received Cat I (77%) treatment and
the rest were put on Cat II regimen (Table 1).

3.2. Alcohol use status

Out of 235 PTB patients, 148 (63%) patients were Ever Drinkers. A
total of9patientsstoppedalcoholoneyearprior to the interview
andrest139weredrinkersat the timeofdiagnosis.Prevalenceof
Drinkers at the time of diagnosis was 59% (Fig. 1). At the time of
diagnosis, PTB patients at Low risk were 5.5% and patients with
AUD were 53.6%. Harmful or Hazardous drinkers and Probable
alcohol dependence were 39.7% and 15.7%, respectively.
Among the 139 drinkers at the time of diagnosis, 111 (79.8%)
patients modified their alcohol usage after being diagnosed
with TB and the rest 28 (20.1%) patients continued to drink
without modifying their drinking behaviour. Among the 111
patients who modified their alcohol usage after TB diagnosis,
65 patients (58.6%) discontinued and 46 (41.4%) reduced their
alcohol use. There were altogether 74 patients who drank
alcohol during their treatment. Prevalence of drinkers during
treatment was 31.5% (n = 74).

During CP of treatment, PTB patients at Low risk were 5.1%
and AUDs were 26.4%. Harmful or Hazardous drinkers and
Probable alcohol dependence were 23.8% and 2.5%, respec-
tively.

3.3. Association between alcohol use and socio-
demographic variables

The prevalence of alcohol use during treatment among the
male PTB patients was 39% whereas the same among the
females was 2.1% (Table 2). Alcohol use was significantly
associated with male PTB patients (p ≤ 0.001). There was only
one female PTB patient who was taking alcohol. Including the
lone female PTB patient in the analysis will falsely undermine
the prevalence of alcohol use. Taking this in to consideration,
further analysis was restricted to male PTB patients.

Therewasno difference among the age groupswith drinkers
during treatment (p = 0.22) (Table 3). Lower educational groups
like No formal education/Primary class and Upper primary/
Secondary class were in higher proportion with alcohol use
compared to education beyond class 10, and this was found to
be significant (p = 0.009). Similarly, lower occupational group
like Unemployed and Unskilled/Semiskilled/Skilled group had
significantly higher proportion with drinkers during treatment
compared to Professionals/Businessman (p = 0.009). Lower SES
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Total Subjects = 235

Ever Drinkers= 148/235 (63%) Never Drinkers=87/235 (37%) 

Drinkers at the time of diagnosis = 139/235 (59.1%)
1. Low risk -13/235 (5.5%)
2. AUD – 126/235 (53.6%)

a. Hazardous or Harmful use– 89/235 (37.9%)
b. Probable alcohol dependence – 37 /235(15.7%)

Drinkers – during treatment = 74/235 (31.5%)
1. Low risk – 12/235 (5.1%)
2. AUD – 62/235 (26.4%)

a. Hazardous or Harmful use – 56/235 (23.8%)
b. Probable alcohol dependence – 6/235 (2.5%)

65/111 (58.6%) subjects 
had stopped alcohol use 
after TB diagnosis

Former drinker = 9 

Had reduced alcohol intake -
46/111 (41.4%)

Modified after TB diagnosis 111/139 (79.9%) Not modified after TB diagnosis 
28/139(20.1%): Continue the same 
amount as before TB diagnosis 

Fig. 1 – Alcohol use among PTB patients in urban PHCs of Pondicherry.
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class male PTB patients who were taking alcohol during the
treatment were statistically more as compared to patients
belonging to middle/upper class (p = 0.03). Similarly, Cat II
male PTB patients taking alcohol during the treatment were
statistically more as compared to Cat I patients (p = 0.04).
Table 2 – Association of gender with drinkers during treatment a

Gender Drinker (%) Non-drinker (%)

Male 73 (39.0) 114 (61.0)
Female 1 (2.1) 47 (97.9)
Total 74 (31.5) 161 (68.5)

x2 – Chi-square test; df – degrees of freedom.
* p value significant.
Though univariate analysis showed that therewas association
between alcohol use with lower education, Unemployed
and Unskilled/Semiskilled/Skilled occupation group, lower
SES, Cat II treatment, but Multivariate logistic regression by
using enter method showed none of the these variables
mong the urban PTB patients of Pondicherry.

Total (%) x2 (df) p value

187 (100) 24.178 (1) <0.001*

48 (100)
235 (100)



Table 3 – Association between socio-demographic variables and drinkers during treatment among male PTB patients from
urban Pondicherry.

Variables Drinker (%)
N = 73

Non-drinker (%)
N = 114

Total (%)
N = 187

x2 (df) p value

Age group in years
15–29 3 (18.8) 13 (81.2) 16 (100) 4.43 (1) 0.22
30–44 32 (43.8) 41 (56.2) 73 (100)
45–59 30 (41.7) 42 (58.3) 72 (100)
≥60 8 (30.8) 18 (69.2) 26 (100)
Educational status
No formal education/Primary class 26 (48.1) 28 (51.9) 54 (100) 9.4 (2) 0.009*

Upper primary/Secondary class 38 (43.2) 50 (56.8) 88 (100)
Higher secondary/Graduate 9 (20.0) 36 (80.0) 45 (100)
Occupational status
Unemployed 8 (32.0) 17 (68.0) 25 (100) 9.32 (2) 0.009*

Unskilled/Semiskilled/Skilled 61 (45.2) 74 (54.8) 135 (100)
Professional/Businessman 4 (14.8) 23 (85.2) 27 (100)
Socio-economic status
Upper and Middle class 27 (28.1) 69 (71.9) 96 (100) 9.87 (1) 0.002*

Lower class 46 (50.5) 45 (49.5) 91 (100)
PTB category
Cat I 47 (34.6) 89 (65.4) 136 (100) 4.2 (1) 0.04*

Cat II 26 (51.0) 25 (49.0) 51 (100)

x2 – Chi-square test; df – degrees of freedom.
* p value significant.

Table 5 – Type of alcohol, frequency and quantity of
alcohol intake among the male alcohol drinkers during
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associatedwith alcohol use during treatment amongmale PTB
patients (Table 4).

3.4. Pattern of alcohol use

Most of the male PTB patients were taking alcohol in form of
arrack (49.3%) and Brandy (30.1%). Around 37% of themale PTB
patients were taking alcohol 2 to 4 times a month followed by
monthly or less (30%). Around 70% of male PTB patients were
taking 5 to 6 drinks of alcohol on a typical day (Table 5).

3.5. Treatment outcome

Among the total PTB patients, cured rate, completed rate,
default rate, failure rate and mortality rate were 73.2%, 12.3%,
Table 4 – Logistic regression of socio-demographic vari-
ables with drinkers during treatment.

Variables Adjusted odds
ratio (CI)

p value

Educational status
No formal education/Primary class 2.2 (0.6–7.8) 0.24
Upper primary/Secondary class 1.6 (0.5–4.9) 0.41
Higher secondary/Graduate 1
Occupational status
Unemployed 1.1 (0.2–5.7) 0.91
Unskilled/semiskilled/skilled 2.3 (0.6–9.2) 0.22
Professional/Businessman/Student 1
SES
Upper and Middle class 1
Lower class 1.6 (0.7–3.4) 0.22
Category of TB treatment
Cat I 1
Cat II 1.8 (0.9–3.4) 0.11
6.8%, 5.1% and 2.6%, respectively. There were no differences
between alcohol users during TB treatment and non-alcohol
users (Table 6).
4. Discussion

In the present study, prevalence of alcohol use among the PTB
patients at the time of TB diagnosis was 59%, whereas the
same during CP of treatment was 31.5%. Therewas decrease in
treatment from the urban PHCs of Pondicherry.

Variables N (%)

Type of alcohol use
Arrack 36 (49.3)
Brandy 22 (30.1)
Beer 11 (15.1)
Whisky 4 (5.5)
Frequency
Monthly or less 22 (30.1)
2 to 4 times a month 27 (37.0)
2 to 3 times a week 12 (16.4)
4 or more times a week 12 (16.4)
No of drinks*

1 to 2 3 (4.1)
3 to 4 14 (19.2)
5 to 6 52 (69.9)
7 to 9 5 (6.8)
Total 73 (100)
* One drink = 30 ml of hard liquor = 45 ml of wine = 33 ml of arrack
(1/3 packet) = ½ bottle (650 ml) of strong beer = 650 ml of regular
beer.



Table 6 – Treatment outcome among alcohol users in urban PTB patients of Pondicherry.

Treatment outcome Drinker
N (%)

Non-drinker
N (%)

Total
N (%)

x2 value (df) p value

Cured/Completed 61 (82.4) 140 (87.0) 201 (85.5) 0.84 (1) 0.36
Default/Failure/Died 13 (17.6) 21 (13.0) 34 (14.5)
Total 74 (100) 161 (100) 235 (100)

x2 – Chi-square test; df – degrees of freedom.
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the proportion of AUDs from 53.6% during diagnosis to 26.4%
during treatment. This decrease could be because of the
counselling sessions inbuilt in delivery of RNTCP services.
There were 28 patients who had continued taking alcohol
without modifying their behaviour even after TB diagnosis.
These patients are of concern for effective implementation of
RNTCP, as achieving favourable outcome becomes difficult.
Moreover, there were 6 (2.5%) PTB patients, whowere probably
alcohol dependent during treatment. These patients need to
be referred to the specialist de-addiction services for further
management.

A study done in Chennai by Suhadev et al.9 found that
the prevalence of alcohol use among TB patients was 29%,
and alcohol use disorder was found to be 52% among
the drinkers. In the present study, around 31.5% of PTB
patients were taking alcohol during treatment and 84% had
AUD among the drinkers during treatment. This difference
in the findings of present study, as compared to Chennai
study, could be due to difference in the time of interview
from TB diagnosis. The present study interviewed the
patients during the CP of TB treatment. This was not
clear in the Chennai study (interviewed during diagnosis/
treatment).

Another study done in South Africa, using AUDIT ques-
tionnaire among TB patients by Karl Peltzer et al.17 in 42
Primary care clinics, found that the overall AUD were 23%,
which is comparablewith our studywhereAUDswere found to
be 26.4% among the total TB patients.

In the present study, prevalence of alcohol use among the
PTB patients at the time of diagnosis was 59.1%. A study by
Kolappan et al.5 from Chennai found that the prevalence of
alcohol use at the time of diagnosis was 32.4% among the PTB
patients. Vikas G. Rao et al.18 fromMadhya Pradeshhave found
that the prevalence of alcohol use was 20% among the PTB
patients at the time of diagnosis.

In our study, prevalence of alcohol use among male PTB
patients was 39%. There was only one female patient taking
alcohol during treatment. A study done in Chennai by Suhadev
et al.9 found that there were no drinkers among the females.
However, the study done in South Africa by Karl Peltzer et al.17

found that 13% of the females were having AUDs. The
difference between the present study and the study in South
Africa could be due to the difference in socio-cultural factors
between the two countries.

In the present study, there was no association between
age group and alcohol use. By univariate analysis, it was
found that lower level education, unemployed/unskilled/
semiskilled/skilled occupation, lower SES and Cat II were
significantly associatedwith alcohol use. Multivariate analysis
showed that none of variables were significant.
4.1. Strengths

Almost 89% of the PTB patients in the selected 6 PHCs were
covered in this study. The location of the 6 selected PHCs were
scattered all over urban Pondicherry. It is expected that
selected PHCs will be representative of the total urban PTB
patients of Pondicherry. Thus, generalization of the study
findings can be done to all TB patients in urban Pondicherry.
This was one of the few studies, which assessed the
prevalence of alcohol use and their severity among PTB
patients both at the time of diagnosis and during the CP of TB
treatment. It was possible to quantify the change in drinking
pattern of PTB patients during diagnosis and during treatment.

4.2. Limitations

The present study participants were PTB patients attending
government health facilities. Thus, the findings from the
study are applicable to PTB patients attending government
health facilities only. Another limitation was the likely bias
due to self-report on alcohol use by the study participants
cannot be ruled out.

5. Conclusion
This study found that 59% PTB patientswere alcohol drinkers at
the time of diagnosis and 31.5%were alcohol drinkers during theCP
of treatment. Among the drinkers at the time of diagnosis,
80% modified their alcohol intake either by decreasing or
discontinuing alcohol after being diagnosed with TB. Health
programme needs to concentrate on the rest 20% of PTB
patients who continued to take alcohol during treatment;
necessary interventions need to be planned for these patients.
Health workers need to be trained to screen for AUD at the
field for identifying and facilitating appropriate interventions.
These interventions are expected to improve the treatment
compliance and outcome of TB.
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Anunusual case of skeletal tuberculosis, presenting as a hard swelling and sclerotic lesion in

the medial end of the clavicle is presented. With re-emergence of tuberculosis as an

important infection worldwide, and the ability of this disease to mimic many skeletal

pathologies, this has to be included in the differential diagnosis, especially at unusual sites.

# 2015 Tuberculosis Association of India. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Clavicle
Differential diagnosis
1. Introduction
Isolated tuberculosis (TB) of the clavicle with absence of
involvement of neighboring joint is rare.1 With re-emergence
ofTBasanimportant infectionworldwide,moreandmorecases
are being reported with unusual features. Due to its peculiar
bloodsupply,extra-pulmonaryTBinthesternoclavicular region
is quite uncommon.10 The clavicle is an uncommon site of
skeletal tuberculosis, reportedly accounting for less than one
percent of cases,2 and the presentation at this site may
frequently be atypical, leading to diagnostic confusion, and to
delays in appropriate therapy. In the few reports available,
the lateral end of the clavicle has been found to be less
frequently diseased than themedial end.2–4 Moreover, tubercu-
losis has been known to mimic all types of lesions; in the
absence of pulmonary lesions and other concomitant features,
atypical radiographic picture may not bring the diagnosis
primarily to mind.5
* Corresponding author. Tel.: +91 0977937563.
E-mail address: naraju.doc@gmail.com (C.L. Nagaraja).
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2. Clinical record
A 35-year-old female presented to us with hard swelling lesion
in right parasternal in the upper part of 3–4months. The lesion
was gradually progressive in nature. For this complaint, she
visited many physicians and was prescribed various anti-
biotics but there was no relief of pain. There was no history of
trauma, cough, pain chest, dyspnea, or fever. Past history was
insignificant. There was no history of tuberculosis and no one
in the family had a history of tuberculosis.

Clinical examination revealed a hard swelling lesion of
2 cm � 2.5 cm � 1 cm in the medial end of right clavicle. There
was no evidence of cervical or axillary lymphadenopathy and
the lung fields were essentially clear. Routine investigations of
complete blood count were within normal limits. Renal and
hepatic panels were within normal limit. ESR was 35 mm and
tuberculin skin test is positive. HIV-I and II were negative.
Chest X-ray was grossly normal (Fig. 1) except sclerosis of the
evier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1 – Chest X-ray showing sclerotic lesion of the medial
end of clavicle.
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medial end of clavicle. The patient was sent for fine needle
aspiration cytology (FNAC) of the swelling. Histopathology
revealed tubercular pathology. The patient was started on
anti-tubercular treatment and there was marked improve-
ment with anti-tubercular treatment. The hard swelling
disappeared but sclerotic lesion of medial end of clavicle
persisted even after 6 months of antitubercular treatment
(Fig. 2).

3. Discussion
The occurrence of TB in the flat bones of chest and skull is very
rare. With widespread knowledge and awareness of pulmo-
nary TB, unusual sites are becoming a common cause of
diagnostic dilemma.3 However, cases of clavicular or sterno-
clavicular TB are few. The predilection yields are children, old
people, poverty, and immunodeficiency. The clavicle localiza-
tion is exceptional.6 Diagnostic problems are confounded by
the fact that this site is more prone to the development of
neoplasms as compared to infections.5,7 Fang et al.5 reported a
case of an apparent neoplasm of themedial end of the clavicle
in a dialysis patient, which ultimately turned out to be
tuberculosis. Osteoarticular TB is almost always secondary to
a primary focus elsewhere in the body,5,8 and a definite

[(Fig._2)TD$FIG]

Fig. 2 – Chest X-ray showing sclerotic lesion of medial end of
clavicle persisting even after 6-month ATT.
attempt should be made to screen the pulmonary, GIT, and
renal systems for evidence of disease. The basis for an accurate
diagnosis of TB is obtaining representative tissue from the
focus or the isolation of Mycobacterium tuberculosis on
culture. In our experience with such cases, as well as that of
leading workers in this field,2,4 there is a high incidence of
false-negative culture reports. Osteoarticular tuberculosis is
a paucibacillary disease in comparison to the number of bacilli
seen in pulmonary lesions. This makes demonstration of AFB
on staining or on culture from the skeletal lesions extremely
difficult. Nevertheless, a determined attempt at culture or
staining for AFB is warranted. In most of the cases, however,
the diagnosis has to be suspected by clinical features,
concomitant pathology, histopathological evidence of granu-
lomatous tissue, and a high index of suspicion.5,7 TB is thought
to be primarily a joint disease, purely bony involvement at an
unusual site, with some kind of an sclerotic or destructive
radiological picture will bring to mind the more commonly
encountered tumors.9

The treatment of skeletal TB is medical, and surgical
intervention is needed only for the purpose of obtaining tissue
for diagnosis. Once the appropriate anti-TB therapy is started,
the symptoms resolvewithin 6–8weeks, andmost discharging
sinuses heal. We recommend a four-drug regimen for a
minimumperiod of 3–4months, and once the clinical features
settle, the patient should be maintained on a two-drug
regimen for an additional 9–12 months.
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Tuberculosis continues to remain challenging with a variety of complications [17_TD$DIFF]. We report the

case of a [18_TD$DIFF]58-year-old female who developed pulmonary artery aneurysm with intra [19_TD$DIFF]-arterial

thrombus as a complication of active tuberculosis. Even [20_TD$DIFF]though there are reports of

pulmonary artery aneurysm in tuberculous cavity, pulmonary artery aneurysm and intra [19_TD

$DIFF]-arterial thrombus in active tuberculosis [21_TD$DIFF]are very rare.

# 2015 Tuberculosis Association of India. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Tuberculosis is a major health problem in developing
countries with a myriad of presentations and complications.
Tuberculosis can lead to pseudoaneurysm, hypercoagulability,
increased venous stasis, and endothelial dysfunction, thus
increasing the susceptibility to thromboembolism.[22_TD$DIFF]1 Our case
highlights the occurrence of pulmonary artery aneurysmwith
intra[19_TD$DIFF]-arterial thrombus in a patient with pulmonary tubercu-
losis with no risk factors for thromboembolism, a significant
but rare association posing a diagnostic dilemma which may
have serious prognostic implications.
* Corresponding author [15_TD$DIFF]at: Department of General Medicine, M.E.S. M
Tel.: +91 04933 298 300/9846414246; fax: +91 04933 298 300.

E-mail address: jemshadalungal@gmail.com (A. Jemshad).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijtb.2015.09.008
0019-5707/# 2015 Tuberculosis Association of India. Published by Els
2. Case report
A [18_TD$DIFF]58-year-old female, known case of Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus
and primary billiary cirrhosis, presented with two episodes of [23_TD$DIFF]
hematemesis. She had history of productive cough, low[24_TD$DIFF]-grade
fever and significant weight loss for [25_TD$DIFF]2 months. She was fully [26_TD$DIFF]

conscious and oriented, vitals were stable, and had coarse
crepitations in the left supraclavicular and infraclavicular
regions. The rest of the examination was normal.

Investigations showed Hemoglobin 8.5 [27_TD$DIFF]gm% (microcytic
hypochromic), TC [28_TD$DIFF]15,600 cells/c.mm, DC N 71% L 24% M 55%,
platelet 2.5 [29_TD$DIFF]lakhs/c.mm and ESR 71 mm/1[30_TD$DIFF]st hr. Liver function
edical College, Perinthalmanna, Kerala 679338, India.

evier B.V. All rights reserved.
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[(Fig._1)TD$FIG]

Fig. 1 – Chest X [1_TD$DIFF]-ray PA view showing Y-shaped linear non-homogenous opacity in the left upper zone [2_TD$DIFF](A) as compared to
previous X [3_TD$DIFF]-ray (B).
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test showedmildly elevated SGOT and Albumin-Globulin ratio
reversal. Renal function tests [31_TD$DIFF]and urinalysis were all normal.
Chest [32_TD$DIFF]X-ray showed Y-shaped linear non-homogenous opaci-
ty in the left upper zone [33_TD$DIFF](Fig. 1A). Contrast enhanced CT of
thorax showed left upper lobe consolidation, left pulmonary
artery aneurysm with intra[34_TD$DIFF]-arterial thrombus (Fig. 2). Sputum
was positive for acid fast bacilli. ANA profile showed positive
antimitochondrial antibody. Prothombin time [35_TD$DIFF]and aPTT were
normal. HIV, Hepatitis B, C, IgG and IgM APLA were all
negative. Lower limb [36_TD$DIFF]Doppler showed no evidence of throm-
bosis. Chest X [37_TD$DIFF]-ray done three months back was normal [38_TD$DIFF]

(Fig. 1B). USG abdomen showed features of chronic liver
disease with portal hypertension. Upper gastrointestinal
endoscopy revealed fundal varices and features of portal
hypertensive gastropathy [39_TD$DIFF](Fig. 3). So a diagnosis of pulmonary
artery aneurysm with intra[4_TD$DIFF]-arterial thrombus secondary to
pulmonary tuberculosis, primary billiary cirrhosis with fundal
[(Fig._2)TD$FIG]

Fig. 2 – Contrast enhanced CT of thorax showing left upper
lobe consolidation, left pulmonary artery aneurysm with
intra[4_TD$DIFF]-arterial thrombus.
varices was made and was started on antitubercular drugs [40_TD$DIFF]

(levofloxacin, ethambutol[41_TD$DIFF], and streptomycin). Glue injection
was done for fundal varices. She was not started on antic-
oagulants[42_TD$DIFF], because of hematemesis and patientwas notwilling
for any invasive procedures. Two months later[43_TD$DIFF], she had an
episode ofmassive [23_TD$DIFF]hematemesis and succumbed to her illness.

3. Discussion
Aneurysms of the pulmonary artery are rare in adults.
Predisposing conditions include congenital and acquired heart
disease, infections [44_TD$DIFF](tuberculosis, syphilis), systemic vasculitides
(Hughes-Stovin's disease, Behcet's disease), collagen vascular
diseases, connective tissue disorders, (Marfan's syndrome,
Ehler's-Danlos syndrome) and trauma (direct or blunt chest
injury).[45_TD$DIFF]2–5

Inflammatory pulmonary artery aneurysms are an extreme-
ly uncommon cause of hemoptysis in pulmonary tuberculosis.
Fritz Waldemar Rasmussen, a Danish physician, first described
11 cases of pulmonary aneurysms in patients with tuberculosis
in 1868.[46_TD$DIFF]6 A destructive pathology in the lung irrespective of the
etiologyerodes theadjacent structures in the lung.Whensucha
process occurs tangentially across a vessel wall, the media of
the vessel is destroyed and thickened intima protrudes out
and an aneurysm results. The eponym Rasmussen's aneu-
rysm refers specifically to tuberculous etiology. [22_TD$DIFF]7 They are
usually peripheral and beyond the branches of main pulmo-
nary artery. Though they are described in tuberculous cavity,
our patient had left main pulmonary artery aneurysm in the
area of consolidation. Endovascular techniques [47_TD$DIFF]such as coil
embolization, glue embolization, or stent graft placement are
the treatment options.

Thrombogenic potential of tuberculosis has been infre-
quently reported in literature. Deficiency of Antithrombin III,
protein C and protein S and elevated plasma fibrinogen levels,
increasedplateletaggregationseemsto inducehypercoagulable



[(Fig._3)TD$FIG]

Fig. 3 – Upper gastrointestinal endoscopy showing fundal
varices and features of portal hypertensive gastropathy.
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state in tuberculosis and improves with treatment.[22_TD$DIFF]8 It has also
been described that activation of endothelial cells occurs in
response to various pathophysiological stimuli resulting in
expression of endothelial proteins that change the normally
non-thrombogenic internal surface of the vessel to a thrombo-
genic surface [48_TD$DIFF]favoring thrombosis.9 The problem is more in
critically ill patients with tuberculosis[49_TD$DIFF], because the rate and
degreeofstimulatedplateletaggregationare increased insevere
disease[50_TD$DIFF], which creates an additional pre-requisite for progres-
sion of [51_TD$DIFF]microthrombogenesis.

These haemostatic changes improve during the firstmonth
of ATT[52_TD$DIFF],8 and for this reason, it should be immediately started
in addition to anticoagulant therapy. Frequently, a higher dose
of warfarin is necessary to achieve therapeutic INR levels,
because of rifampin effects on cytochrome P450.

Patients with chronic liver disease are prone for venous
thrombosis like deep venous thrombosis and portal vein
thrombosis.[22_TD$DIFF]10 But they usually present [53_TD$DIFF]with bleeding mani-
festation. Chronic liver disease might have contributed in the
development of pulmonary thrombosis in our patient.
We report this case because during the literature review[54_TD$DIFF], we
could not find cases of pulmonary artery aneurysmwith intra[4_TD$DIFF]-
arterial thrombus associated with active tuberculous consoli-
dation. [55_TD$DIFF]The previously reported cases of pulmonary artery
aneurysm in patients with tuberculosis [56_TD$DIFF]were in post-tubercu-
lous cavity.

[57_TD$DIFF]Conflicts of interest
The authors have none to declare.
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There are limited data of multidrug-resistant tuberculosis (MDR-TB) diagnosed in various

patient categories by implementing Programmatic Management of Drug Resistant TB

(PMDT) using line probe assay (LPA) from our country. Samples from presumptive MDR-

TB from five districts of New Delhi were subjected to LPA from 1st October 2011 to 31st

December 2014. The MDR-TB diagnosed in 4th & 5th month follow-up positives were

significantly higher than other categories of the patients. Only 3/232 (2.2%) RIF resistants

were diagnosed among smear negative re-treatment cases. The data suggest interim cost–

benefit analysis of the program especially among smear negatives retreatment cases.

# 2015 Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Tuberculosis Association of India.
1. Introduction
Multidrug-resistant tuberculosis (MDR-TB) defined as the
resistance to at-least rifampicin (RIF) and isoniazid (INH)
has become a significant public health problem due to
prolonged and expensive treatment resulting in failure and
death.1 Based on drug resistance surveillance studies con-
ducted in 2006–2008, estimated proportion of MDR-TB is 2.1%
(1.5–2.7%) and 15% (13%–17%), in new and retreatment cases
respectively.2

India had launched PMDT under Revised National Tuber-
culosis Control Programme (RNTCP) in 2011, in which notified
* Corresponding author at: HOD Microbiology, National Institute of Tu
110030, India. Tel.: +91 9871731307.

E-mail address: vpm_myn@hotmail.com (V.P. Myneedu).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijtb.2015.09.004
0019-5707/# 2015 Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Tuberculosi
TB patients are identified as ‘‘presumptive MDR-TB’’ based
on pre-decided ‘‘Criteria’’ and are further diagnosed for
MDR-TB by rapid method.3 Criterion A includes new TB
cases smear positive at 5th month of treatment, re-
treatment cases smear positive at 4th month, and all TB
contacts of diagnosed MDR-TB case. Criterion B includes all
smear positive re-treatment PTB cases at diagnosis or follow-up
and any smear positive follow-up in Category I (Smear +ve at 2
monthsof treatmentor later) inadditiontoCriterionA.Criterion
C includesall smearnegative re-treatmentTBcases andHIV-TB
co-infected cases, in addition to Criterion B.3 All RIF resistants
are started with category IV treatment irrespective of INH
status.
berculosis and Respiratory Diseases, Aurobindo Marg, New Delhi

s Association of India.
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Table 1 – Distribution of suspected and diagnosed multidrug-resistant tuberculosis (MDR-TB) as per Programmatic Management of Drug Resistant TB (PMDT).

Year Clinical
type

Follow up positive at end of 5th
month and 4thmonth, CAT I and CAT

II respectively

Follow up positive at end of IP MDR-TB
contacts

CAT II
entry
smear
positive

CAT II
entry
smear

negative

HIV
positive

Total

CAT I, 5th
month

CAT II, 4th
month

TOTAL CAT I,
end of IP

CAT II,
end of IP

Total

2011 MDR suspects 40 101 141 1 142
RIF resistance No. 14 35 49 0 49

% 35.00% 34.70% 34.50% 34.50%
MDR No. 13 30 43 0 43

% 32.50% 29.70% 30.50% 30.30%
INH resistance No. 17 33 50 0 50

% 42.50% 32.70% 35.50% 35.20%

2012 MDR suspects 800 421 1221 0 1160 47 2430
RIF resistance No. 122 60 182 0 175 1 358

% 15.20% 14.30% 14.90% 15.10% 2.10% 14.70%
MDR No. 94 49 143 0 136 1 280

% 11.80% 11.60% 11.70% 11.70% 2.10% 11.50%
INH resistance No. 127 80 207 0 187 1 395

% 15.90% 19.00% 16.90% 16.10% 2.10% 16.30%

2013 MDR suspects 673 320 993 5 1053 139 11 2201
RIF resistance No. 83 38 121 2 168 2 0 293

% 12.30% 11.90% 12.20% 40.00% 15.60% 1.40% 0 13.30%
MDR No. 75 33 108 2 131 2 0 230

% 11.10% 10.30% 10.90% 40.00% 12.40% 1.40% 0.00% 10.40%
INH resistance No. 118 48 166 4 191 4 1 366

% 17.50% 15.00% 16.70% 80.00% 18.10% 2.90% 9.10% 16.60%

2014 MDR suspects 348 192 540 13 690 46 7 1296
RIF resistance No. 41 30 71 4 94 0 2 171

% 11.80% 15.60% 13.10% 30.80% 13.60% 0.00% 0.00% 13.20%
MDR No. 35 20 55 4 72 0 2 133

% 10.10% 10.40% 10.20% 30.80% 10.40% 0.00% 0.00% 10.30%
INH resistance No. 64 38 102 5 140 0 4 251

% 18.40% 20.00% 18.90% 38.50% 20.30% 0 0 19.40%

Total MDR suspects 40 101 141 1821 933 2754 18 2903 232 18 6066
RIF resistance No. 14 35 49 246 128 374 6 437 3 2 871

% 35.00% 34.70% 34.50% 13.50% 13.70% 13.60% 33.30% 15.10% 1.30% 11.10% 14.40%
MDR No. 13 30 43 210 102 312 6 339 3 2 705

% 32.50% 29.70% 30.50% 11.50% 10.90% 11.30% 33.30% 11.70% 1.30% 11.10% 11.60%
INH resistance No. 17 33 50 309 166 475 9 518 5 5 1062

% 42.50% 32.70% 35.50% 16.70% 17.80% 17.20% 50.00% 17.80% 2.20% 27.80% 17.50%

MDR-TB: Multi-drug resistant tuberculosis; CAT: Category; RIF: Rifampicin; INH: Isoniazid.
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The PMDT introduced line probe assay (LPA), which made
MDR-TB detection possible within 48–72 h.4,5 Though rather
expensive, PMDT has established LPA in 45 laboratories across
India for MDR-TB with New Delhi amongst the first regions in
the country.3

There is paucity of data regarding the pattern of MDR-TB
diagnosed by implementing PMDT using LPA from our
country. Hence, in the present study, data during the study
period have been analyzed to compare the MDR-TB obtained
between different types of MDR-TB suspects.

2. Material and methods
Samples of all presumptive MDR-TB patients under PMDT
from five districts of New Delhi were received in the National
Reference Laboratory (NRL) from 1st October 2011 to 31st
December 2014 for MDR-TB diagnosis. The study has been
approved by institute's ethical committee.

All smear positive processed sampleswere subjected to LPA
after processing as per manufacturer's instructions.4,5 Smear
negative samples were subjected to LPA if culture was positive
for M. tuberculosis.6

For all the patients, data related to type of patient, i.e. end of
5th month (CAT I) or 4th month (CAT II) follow-up positives
(FUP), endof intensivephase (IP) treatment, re-treatment entry
smear positive or smear negative cases, HIV positive, and
MDR-TB contacts were compiled and compared statistically
using Fisher's exact test to calculate the level of significance.
The MDR-TB diagnosed for various MDR-TB suspects as per
criterion A, B or C was also recorded.

3. Results
Total of 6066 samples from presumptive MDR-TB patients
were received in the laboratory during the study period.
Overall, proportion of MDR-TB cases diagnosed were 705/6066
(11.6%). Of these, MDR-TB among presumptive MDR-TB
patients were, 30.3%, 15.3% and 10.4% in criterion A, B and
C, respectively. The details are provided in Table 1.

The MDR-TB obtained among 5th and 4th month FUP of
CAT 1 and CAT II respectively was not significantly different.
The difference in MDR-TB obtained among FUP at 4th/5th
month and between FUP at end of IP and retreatment cases
at entry was significant (P value for both <0.0001). MDR-TB
at end of IP cases and retreatment cases at entry was
similar (P value = 0.7). Only 3 (2.2%) smear negative retreat-
ment cases were found, which were significantly less than
smear positive. High proportion of MDR 6/18 (33.3%) was
found in MDR-TB contacts. In HIV cases, MDR-TB was 11.1%,
not significantly different from retreatment or FUP cases at
end of IP.

4. Discussion
In Indian studies conducted over last decade, MDR-TB rates
are reported from 17.4% to 58.2%.7–9 Prasad et al. found
high MDR-TB of 58.2%, possibly due to treatment failures
among smear positives at later month, as seen in similar
category in present study. Hanif et al. and Ramachandran
et al. reported 47.1% and 17.4%, MDR-TB among any
retreatment cases respectively.7,9 Higher rate in study by
Hanif et al. could be possibly due to selection bias involved.
In the current study, MDR-TB among re-treatment cases is
in 11.7%.

In the present study, an interesting observation found
was significantly higher MDR-TB in 4th or 5th month
FUP cases as compared to FUP cases at end of IP or
retreatment smear positive cases at entry. Possibly the
reason of patients having higher likelihood of MDR-TB
among those who continue to be AFB smear positive at
4th/5th month during the treatment could be that the
bacteria having mutations would be selected, multiplied,
and hence detected, which is less likely at end of initial
months or start of therapy. Also, before implementation of
LPA in 4th quarter 2011, there could have been pool of
undiagnosed MDR-TB cases which has added to the high rate
of RIF resistance.

Therewas statistically significant difference betweenMDR-
TB obtained between smear positive retreatment cases and
smear negative retreatment cases as only three MDR-TB
patientswere diagnosed in the later category. The lowMDR-TB
rate undermines the cost-effectiveness and logistics of using
culture followed by LPA for such cases. Use of Xpert could
increase the case detection of MDR-TB in smear negatives as
reported.10

MDR-TB was found to be significantly high among
suspects based on history of contact with MDR-TB case,
which calls for the role of newer technologies in rapid MDR-
TB case detection and immediate start of treatment in
order to contain the disease. Also, studies based on
epidemiological typing of MDR-TB cases and contacts should
be executed for determining the spread. One limitation of
the study is very less numbers of MDR-TB contacts and HIV-
TB cases.

5. Conclusion
This is an attempt in the country to analyze and compare the
MDR-TB obtained between different types of MDR-TB
suspects in PMDT. The finding among smear negative
cases endorses the decision of RNTCP for deployment of
Xpert across the country in order to enhance case detection
among such cases. Need of the hour is the generation ofMDR-
TB detection data by Xpert in this group across different
centers.
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Rajendra Prasad, Nikhil Gupta, Clinical Tuberculosis – Diag-
nosis and Treatment, Jaypee Brothers Medical Publishers (P)
Ltd., New Delhi, India (2015).
[5_TD$DIFF][6_TD$DIFF]The [2_TD$DIFF]book ‘‘Clinical Tuberculosis – Diagnosis and Treat-
ment’’, written under 50 heads, practically covers all aspects of
tuberculosis, ranging from Landmarks in Tuberculosis Treat-
ment to Infection Control in Tuberculosis. Colour plates have
also been provided for enhancing visual knowledge in
tuberculosis. There has been inclusion of different newer
modes of investigation under diagnostic techniques in tuber-
culosis, includingutility offibreoptic bronchoscopy indiagnosis
of sputum negative cases. Details of anti-TB drugs have been
covered in two chapters along with their mechanism of action
and side/toxic effects. Basic concepts in treatment of tubercu-
losis, such as role of special diet, rest, Fixed Dose Combinations
(FDC) and controversial topics like daily versus intermittent
regimen, have been extensively discussed.

This book also carries two chapters where 'case-based
management' has been discussed. ‘‘Tuberculosis in elderly’’
with emphasis on pathogenesis has been discussed in a
chapter. Infection control strategies in tuberculosis and
multidrug resistant TB along with drug rehabilitation have
been discussed in detail.

The book could have been further enriched by addition of
chaptersonnewvaccines, vaccination strategyand theneed for
inclusion of sociological aspects in treatment of tuberculosis.

The book is recommended for undergraduate and post-
graduate students and should be helpful [7_TD$DIFF][8_TD$DIFF]as an accompani-
ment for advancement of knowledge in tuberculosis in
institution libraries.

V.K. Arora
Executive Editor, IJT [3_TD$DIFF], India
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Abstracts

Performance of a novel algorithm using automated digital
microscopy for diagnosing tuberculosis

Nazir A. Ismail; Shaheed V. Omar; James J. Lewis; David W.
Dowdy; Andries W. Dreyer; Hermina van der Meulen; George
Nconjana; DavidA. Clark; Gavin J. Churchyard.American Journal
of Respiratory and Critical Care Medicine 2015; 191(12): 1352–3.
Rationale: TBDx automated microscopy is a novel technology
that processes digital microscopic images to identify acid-fast
bacilli (AFB). Use of TBDx as part of a diagnostic algorithm
could improve the diagnosis of tuberculosis (TB), but its per-
formance characteristics have not yet been formally tested.
Objectives: To evaluate the performance of the TBDx auto-
mated microscopy system in algorithms for diagnosis of TB.
Methods: Prospective samples frompatientswith presumedTB
were processed in parallel with conventional smear micro-
scopy, TBDx microscopy, and liquid culture. All TBDx-positive
specimenswere also testedwith theXpertMTB/RIF (GXP) assay.
Weevaluated the sensitivity and specificity of two algorithms—
(1) TBDx-GXP (TBDx with positive specimens tested by Xpert
MTB/RIF) and (2) TBDx alone—against the gold standard liquid
media culture.
Measurements and main results: Of 1210 samples, 1009 were
eligible for evaluation, of which 109 were culture positive for
Mycobacterium tuberculosis. The TBDx system identified 70 speci-
mens (68 culture positive) as having 10 or more putative AFB
(high positive) and 207 (19 culture positive) as having 1–9 puta-
tive AFB (low positive). An algorithm in which ‘‘low-positive’’
resultsonTBDxwereconfirmedbyGXPhad78%sensitivity (85of
109) and99.8%specificity (889of 900), requiring21% (207of1,009)
specimens to be processed by GXP. As a stand-alone test, a
‘‘high-positive’’ result on TBDx had 62% sensitivity and 99.7%
specificity.
Conclusions: TBDx used in diagnostic algorithms with GXP
provided reasonable sensitivity and high specificity for active
TB while dramatically reducing the number GXP tests per-
formed. As a stand-alone microscopy system, its performance
was equivalent to that of a highly experienced TBmicroscopist.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijtb.2015.09.013

Prevalence of tuberculosis in Faridabaddistrict, Haryana State,
India

SK Sharma; Ashish Goel; SK Gupta; Krishna Mohan; V Sreeni-
vas; SK Rai; UB Singh; LS Chauhan. Indian Journal of Medical
Research 2015; 141(2): 228–35.

Background and objectives: Epidemiological information on
tuberculosis (TB) has always been vital for planning control
strategies. It has now gained further importance for monitor-
ing the impact of interventions to control the disease. The
present studywas done to estimate the prevalence of bacillary
tuberculosis in the district of Faridabad in Haryana State of
India among persons aged older than 15 years.
Methods: In this cross-sectional study, residents of Faridabad
district were assessed for the prevalence of tuberculosis.
Twelve rural and 24 urban clusterswith estimated populations
of 41,106 and 64,827 individuals were selected for the study.
Two sputum samples were collected from individuals found
eligible for inclusion. The samples were also cultured by mod-
ified Petroff's method and were examined for growth ofMyco-
bacterium tuberculosis once a week for eight weeks. A person
found positive by smear and/or culture was identified as
sputum-positive pulmonary TB positive.
Results: A total of 105,202 subjectswere enumerated in various
clusters of the Faridabad district. There were 50,057 (47.58%)
females and 55,145 (52.42%) males. Of these 98,599 (93.7%)
were examined by the study group (47,976 females; 50,623
males). The overall prevalence of sputum smear or culture
positive pulmonary tuberculosis in our study was found to be
101.4 per 100,000 population.
Interpretation and conclusions: The present results showed
that the prevalence of sputum positive pulmonary tuberculo-
sis was higher in Faridabad district than the notification rates
recorded by the World Health Organization for the contem-
porary period, a disparity that could be explained by a differ-
ence in case detection strategy employed for the study.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijtb.2015.09.014

High and equitable tuberculosis awareness coverage in the
community-driven Axshya TB control project in India

B. Thapa; S.S. Chadha; A. Das; S. Mohanty; J. Tonsing. Public
Health Action 2015; 5(1): 70–3.
Data from surveys on knowledge, attitudes and practice (KAP)
on tuberculosis (TB) conducted under the Axshya project at
two time points (baseline 2010–2011 and mid-line 2012–2013)
were analysed for changes in coverage and equity of TB aware-
ness after project interventions. Overall coverage increased
from 84% at baseline to 88% at midline (5% increase, P < 0.05).
In comparison to baseline results, coverage at the midline
survey had significantly increased, from 81% to 87% among
the rural population, from 81% to 86% among women, from
73% to 85% in the ≥55 years age group, from 71% to 80% among
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illiterates and from73% to 81% in the south zone (P < 0.05). The
equity gap among the different study groups (settlement, sex,
age, education and zones) decreased from 6–23% at baseline to
3–11% during the midline survey. The maximum decline was
observed for type of settlement (rural vs. urban), from 10% to
3% (P < 0.05). This community-driven TB control project has
achieved high and equitable coverage of TB awareness, offer-
ing valuable lessons for the global community.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijtb.2015.09.015

Utility of adenosine deaminase (ADA), PCR & thoracoscopy in
differentiating tuberculous & non-tuberculous pleural
effusion complicating chronic kidney disease

Sravan Kumar; Ritesh Agarwal; Amanjit Bal; Kusum Sharma;
Navneet Singh; Ashutosh N Aggarwal; Indu Verma; Satyawati
V. Rana; Vivekanand Jha. Indian Journal of Medical Research 2015;
141(3): 308–14.
Background and objectives: Pleural effusion is a common
occurrence in patients with late-stage chronic kidney disease
(CKD). In developing countries, many effusions remain
undiagnosed after pleural fluid analysis (PFA) and patients
are empirically treated with antitubercular therapy. The aim
of this study was to evaluate the role of adenosine deaminase
(ADA), nucleic acid amplification tests (NAAT) and medical
thoracoscopy in distinguishing tubercular and non-tubercular
aetiologies in exudative pleural effusions complicating CKD.
Methods: Consecutive stage 4 and 5 CKD patients with pleural
effusions underwent PFA includingADA and PCR [65 kDa gene;
multiplex (IS6110, protein antigen b, MPB64)]. Patients with
exudative pleural effusion undiagnosed after PFA underwent
medical thoracoscopy.
Results: All 107 patients underwent thoracocentesis with 45
and 62 patients diagnosed as transudative and exudative
pleural effusions, respectively. Twenty-six of the 62 patients
underwent medical thoracoscopy. Tuberculous pleurisy was
diagnosed in six while uraemic pleuritis was diagnosed in 20
subjects. The sensitivity and specificity of pleural fluid ADA,
65 kDa gene PCR, andmultiplex PCR were 66.7 and 90 per cent,
100 and 50 per cent, and 100 and 100 per cent, respectively.
Thoracoscopy was associated with five complications in three
patients.
Interpretation and conclusions: Uraemia remains the most
common cause of pleural effusion in CKD even in high TB
prevalence country. Multiplex PCR and thoracoscopy are use-
ful investigations in the diagnostic work-up of pleural effu-
sions complicating CKDwhile the sensitivity and/or specificity
of ADA and 65 kDa gene PCR is poor.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijtb.2015.09.016

MDR-TB screening in a setting with molecular diagnostic
techniques: Who got tested, who didn't and why?

H.D. Shewade; S. Govindarajan; B.N. Sharath; J.P. Tripathy; P.
Chinnakali; A.M.V. Kumar; M. Muthaiah; K. Vivekananda; A.K.
Paulraj; G. Roy. Public Health Action 2015; 5(2): 132–9.
Setting: The Revised National Tuberculosis Control Pro-
gramme, Puducherry, India, which has facilities for molecular
diagnostic technique.
Objective: To determine pre-diagnostic and pre-treatment
attrition among presumptive multidrug-resistant tuberculosis
(MDR-TB) patients and reasons for attrition.

Methods: In this mixed-methods study, the quantitative com-
ponent consisted of retrospective cohort analysis through
record review of all presumptive MDR-TB patients recorded
between October 2012 and September 2013. The qualitative
component included in-depth interviews with key informants
involved in programmatic management of drug-resistant
tuberculosis services.
Results: Of 341 eligible presumptive MDR-TB patients, pre-
diagnostic and pre-treatment attrition was respectively
45.5% (155/341) and 29% (2/7). Patients with extra-pulmonary
TB (RR = 2.3), those with human immuno-deficiency and TB
co-infection (RR = 1.7), those registered during October–
December 2012 (RR = 1.3) and those identified from primary/
secondary health centres (RR = 1.8)were less likely to be tested.
Themes that emerged during the analysis of the qualitative
data were 'lack of a systematic mechanism to track referrals
for culture and drug susceptibility testing', 'absence of courier
service to transport sputum', 'lack of knowledge and owner-
ship among staff of general health system', 'shortage of diag-
nostic kits' and 'patient non-adherence'.
Conclusion: Despite the introduction of molecular diagnostic
techniques, operational issues in MDR-TB screening remain a
concern and require urgent attention.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijtb.2015.09.017

Adverse drug reactions inmanagement ofmulti drug resistant
tuberculosis, in tertiary chest institute

J. Akshata; A. Chakrabarthy; R. Swapna; S. Buggi; M. Somashe-
kar. Journal of Tuberculosis Research 2015; 3(2): 27–33. http://dx.
doi.org/10.4236/jtr.2015.32004.
Background: Multidrug resistant tuberculosis is a global
threat. Effective treatment is implemented as per RNTCP
guidelines. But the drugs used have great potential to develop
adverse drug reactions. Such drug reactions if not managed
optimally can lead to unfavourable treatment outcome.
Hence, the study is to know the occurrence of adverse drug
reactions.
Aims: To study the occurrence of adverse drug reactions in
treatment of multidrug resistant tuberculosis and hence the
factors affecting the treatment.
Settings and design: Retrospective analysis of patients treated
with standardised regimen for MDR-TB, as per RNTCP guide-
lines at a tertiary chest institute between august 2011 and
December 2014.
Methods and material: Retrospective analysis of 607 patients'
records reviewed for the occurrence of adverse drug reactions.
All adverse reactions are noted and diagnosed either clinically
or by laboratory evidence.
Results:Among the 607 patients included in the study,major-
ity had one or more adverse drug reactions. The most com-
monwas gastritis (71.7%), whichwas easily treatable, and the
least common was visual impairment (0.2%). Only 1.7% dis-
continued the treatment citing adverse drug reactions and
10.5% required permanent discontinuation of the offending
drug.
Conclusion: Treatment of MDR-TB is challenging mainly due
to the long duration of treatment and the potential adverse
reactions of the drugs used. These reactions are frequent but
majority of them can be successfully managed without treat-
ment interruption. Training the peripheral health centrework-
ers to identify and refer the patients with adverse reaction
bears a major impact on treatment outcome.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijtb.2015.09.018
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High effectiveness of a 12-month regimen forMDR-TBpatients
in Cameroon

C. Kuaban; J. Noeske; H.L. Rieder; N. Aït-Khaled; J.L. Abena Foe;
A. Trébucq. The International Journal of Tuberculosis and Lung
Disease 2015; 19(5): 517–24.
Setting: Two specialised multidrug-resistant tuberculosis
(MDR-TB) treatment units in Cameroon.
Objective: To assess outcome and adverse drug events with a
standardised 12-month regimen for MDR-TB among second-
line drug naïve patients.
Design: Prospective observational study of MDR-TB patients
treated with a standardised 12-month regimen including
gatifloxacin, clofazimine, prothionamide, ethambutol and
pyrazinamide throughout, supplemented by kanamycin
and isoniazid during an intensive phase of a minimum of
4 months. Progress was monitored monthly until treatment
completion and twice over one year after treatment cessa-
tion.
Results: Eighty-seven potentially eligible patients were lost
and never treated due to delayed availability of test results.
Among the 150/236 eligible and treated patients, 134 (89%)
successfully completed treatment, 10 died, 5 were lost, 1 failed
and none relapsed. The patients' mean age was 33.7 years
(range 17–68), 73 (49%) were females, 120 (80%) had failed on
previous treatment, 30 (20%) were human immunodeficiency
virus seropositive, 62 (43%) had a bodymass index<18.5 kg/m2

and 41 (27%) had radiographic involvement of five or six of the
six lung zones. The most important adverse drug event was
hearing impairment, which occurred in 46 of 106 (43%)
patients.
Conclusions: These results add further evidence for the use-
fulness of shorter, standardised regimens among patients
without second-line drug resistance.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijtb.2015.09.019

Follow-up examinations: Aremultidrug-resistant tuberculosis
patients in Uttar Pradesh, India, on track?

U.C. Tripathi; S.B. Nagaraja; J.P. Tripathy; S.K. Sahu; M. Parmar;
K. Rade; S. Bhatnagar; A. Ranjan; K.S. Sachdeva. Public Health
Action 2015; 5(1): 59–64.
Setting: All multidrug-resistant tuberculosis (MDR-TB)
patients who had completed 6 months of treatment under
the Revised National Tuberculosis Control Programme
(RNTCP) in Uttar Pradesh, the largest state in northern India.
Objective: To determine the proportion of MDR-TB patients
with regular follow-up examinations, and underlying provider
and patient perspectives of follow-up services.
Methods: A retrospective cohort study was undertaken invol-
ving record reviews of 64 eligible MDR-TB patients registered
during April–June 2013 in 11 districts of the state. Patients and
programme personnel from the selected districts were inter-
viewed using a semi-structured questionnaire.
Results: A total of 34 (53.1%) patients underwent follow-up
sputum culture at month 3, 43 (67.2%) at month 4, 36 (56.3%) at
month 5 and 37 (57.8%) at month 6. Themes associated with
irregular follow-up that emerged from the interviews were
multiple visits, long travel distances, shortages of equipment
at the facility and lack of knowledge among patients regarding
the follow-up schedule.
Conclusion: Themajority of theMDR-TB patients had irregular
follow-up visits. Provider-related factors outweigh patient-
related factors on the poor follow-up examinations. The pro-
gramme should focus on the decentralisation of follow-up

services and ensure logistics and patient-centred counselling
to improve the regularisation of follow up.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijtb.2015.09.020

Childhood tuberculosis and exposure to indoor air pollution: A
systematic review and meta-analysis

N. Jafta; P.M. Jeena; L. Barregard; R.N. Naidoo. The International
Journal of Tuberculosis and Lung Disease 2015; 19(5): 596–602.
Background: Indoor air pollution (IAP) from environmental
tobacco smoke (ETS) and biomass fuel smoke (BMS) poses
respiratory health risks, with children and women bearing
the major burden.
Objectives:We used a systematic review andmeta-analysis to
investigate the relation between childhood tuberculosis (TB)
and exposure to ETS and BMS.
Methods: We searched three databases for epidemiological
studies that investigated the association of childhood TB with
exposure to ETS and BMS.We calculated pooled estimates and
heterogeneity for studies eligible for inclusion in the meta-
analysis and stratified studies on ETS by outcome.
Results: Five case-control and three cross-sectional studies
were eligible for inclusion in the meta-analysis and quality
assessment. Pooled effect estimates showed that exposure to
ETS is associated with tuberculous infection and TB disease
(OR 1.9, 95%CI 1.4–2.9) among exposed compared to non-
exposed children. TB disease in ETS studies produced a pooled
OR of 2.8 (95%CI 0.9–4.8), which was higher than the OR for
tuberculous infection (OR 1.9, 95%CI 0.9–2.9) for children
exposed to ETS compared to non-exposed children. Studies
on BMS exposure were too few and too small to permit a
conclusion.
Conclusion: Exposure to ETS increases the risk of childhood TB
disease or tuberculous infection.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijtb.2015.09.021

Could repeated prevalence surveys lead to decreasing
tuberculosis prevalence in a community?

R. Subramani; C. Kolappan; V. Chandrasekaran; N. Selvaku-
mar; F. Wares; D. Baskaran; S. Swaminathan. The International
Journal of Tuberculosis and Lung Disease 2015; 19(6): 635–9.
Setting: Tiruvallur District, South India, where one baseline
tuberculosis (TB) disease prevalence survey followed by three
repeat prevalence surveys were conducted every 2.5 years
between 1999 and 2008, and where the DOTS strategy was
implemented in 1999.
Objective: To rule out the possibility that the observed decline
in TB prevalence was influenced by conducting repeat preva-
lence surveys,we compared the findings from two surveys: the
third repeat survey conducted in 2006–2008 and an indepen-
dent single survey in a neighbouring area conducted in 2008–
2009.
Design:An independent surveywas conducted to estimate the
prevalence of TB in the same district in 2008–2009 using a
different set of villages and employing repeat survey metho-
dology. The independent survey findings were compared with
those of the third repeat survey.
Results: The estimated prevalence rate of culture- and smear-
positive TB was respectively 401 per 100,000 and 186 per
100,000 population in the third repeat survey area. The corre-
sponding rates were 340 and 184/100,000 in the independent
survey area. The difference in prevalence was not significant
(culture P = 0.09; smear P = 0.93).
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Conclusion: The estimated prevalence rates in the two differ-
ent sample survey areas were comparable, indicating that the
repeated prevalence surveys in the study area did not influ-
ence the observed decline in TB disease prevalence.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijtb.2015.09.022

Cost-utility analysis of LED fluorescence microscopy in the
diagnosis of pulmonary tuberculosis in Indian settings

V. Kelly; K.D. Sagili; S. Satyanarayana; L.W. Reza; S.S. Chadha;
N.C. Wilson. The International Journal of Tuberculosis and Lung
Disease 2015; 19(6): 696–701.
Background: With support from the Stop TB Partnership's TB
REACH Wave 2 Grant, diagnostic microscopy services for
tuberculosis (TB) were upgraded from conventional Ziehl-
Neelsen (ZN) based sputummicroscopy to light emitting diode
technology-based fluorescence microscopy (LED FM) in 200
high-workload microscopy centres in India as a pilot inter-
vention.
Objective: To evaluate the cost-effectiveness of LED-FM over
conventional ZN microscopy to inform further scale-up.
Methods: A decision-tree model was constructed to assess the
cost utility of LED FM over ZN microscopy. The results were
summarised using incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER);
one-way and probabilistic sensitivity analyses were also con-
ducted to address uncertainty within the model. Data were
analysed from 200 medical colleges in 2011 and 2012, before
and after the introduction of LED microscopes. A full costing
analysis was carried out from the perspective of a national TB
programme.
Results: The ICER was calculated at US$14.64 per disability-
adjusted life-year, with an 82% probability of being cost-effec-
tive at a willingness-to-pay threshold equivalent to Indian
gross domestic product per capita.
Conclusions: LED FM is a cost-effective intervention for detect-
ing TB cases in India at high-workload medical college set-
tings.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijtb.2015.09.023

Quality of tuberculosis care in India: A systematic review

S. Satyanarayana; R. Subbaraman; P. Shete; G. Gore; J. Das; A.
Cattamanchi; K. Mayer; D. Menzies; A.D. Harries; P. Hopewell;
M. Pai. The International Journal of Tuberculosis and Lung Disease
2015; 19(7):751–63.
Background: While Indian studies have assessed care provi-
ders' knowledge and practices, there is no systematic review
on the quality of tuberculosis (TB) care.
Methods: We searched multiple sources to identify studies
(2000–2014) on providers' knowledge and practices. We used
the International Standards for TB Care to benchmark quality
of care.
Results: Of the 47 studies included, 35 were questionnaire
surveys and 12 used chart abstraction. None assessed actual
practice using standardised patients. Heterogeneity in the
findings precluded meta-analysis. Of 22 studies evaluating
provider knowledge about using sputum smears for diagnosis,
10 found that less than half of providers had correct knowl-
edge; 3 of 4 studies assessing self-reported practices by pro-
viders found that less than a quarter reported ordering smears
for patients with chest symptoms. In 11 of 14 studies that
assessed treatment, less than one third of providers knew the
standard regimen for drug-susceptible TB. Adherence to stan-
dards in practice was generally lower than correct knowledge

of those standards. Eleven studieswith both public and private
providers found higher levels of appropriate knowledge/prac-
tice in the public sector.
Conclusions: Available evidence suggests suboptimal quality
of TB care, particularly in the private sector. Improvement of
quality of care should be a priority for India.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijtb.2015.09.024

RMP exposure is lower in HIV-infected TB patients receiving
intermittent than daily anti-tuberculosis treatment

A.K. Hemanth Kumar; G. Narendran; R.S. Kumar; G. Rama-
chandran; L. Sekar; K. Raja; S. Swaminathan. The International
Journal of Tuberculosis and Lung Disease 2015; 19(7): 805–7.
We compared the pharmacokinetics of rifampicin (RMP) dur-
ing daily and intermittent (thrice weekly) anti-tuberculosis
treatment in human immunodeficiency virus infected tuber-
culosis patients. Patients treatedwith a thrice-weekly regimen
had significantly lower plasma peak concentration, area under
the time concentration curve from 0 to 24 h and higher oral
clearance of RMP than those treated with the daily regimen.
The median values were respectively 3.7 and 6.4 mg/ml
(P < 0.001), 20.7 and 29.4 mg/ml h (P = 0.03) and 21.7 and
15.3 ml/min (P = 0.03).

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijtb.2015.09.025

Xpert MTB/RIF assay for the diagnosis of pulmonary
tuberculosis in children: A systematic review and meta-
analysis

Anne K. Detjen; Andrew R. DiNardo; Jacinta Leyden; Karen R.
Steingart; DickMenzies; Ian Schiller; Nandini Dendukuri; Anna
M. Mandalakas. The Lancet Respiratory Medicine 2015; 3(6): 415–
96.
Background: Microbiological confirmation of childhood tuber-
culosis is rare because of the difficulty of collection of speci-
mens, low sensitivity of smear microscopy, and poor access to
culture. We aimed to establish summary estimates for sensi-
tivity and specificity of the Xpert MTB/RIF assay compared
withmicroscopy in the diagnosis of pulmonary tuberculosis in
children.
Methods: We searched for studies published up to January 6,
2015, that used Xpert in any setting in children with and
without HIV infection. We systematically reviewed studies
that compared the diagnostic accuracy of Xpert MTB/RIF
(Xpert) with microscopy for detection of pulmonary tubercu-
losis and rifampicin resistance in children younger than 16
years against two reference standards—culture results and
culture-negative children who were started on anti-tubercu-
losis therapy.We didmeta-analyses using a bivariate random-
effects model.
Findings: We identified 15 studies including 4768 respiratory
specimens in 3640 children investigated for pulmonary tuber-
culosis. Culture tests were positive for tuberculosis in 12%
(420 of 3640) of all children assessed and Xpert was positive in
11% (406 of 3640). Compared with culture, the pooled sensi-
tivities and specificities of Xpert for tuberculosis detection
were 62% (95% credible interval 51–73) and 98% (97–99),
respectively, with use of expectorated or induced sputum
samples and 66% (51–81) and 98% (96–99), respectively, with
use of samples from gastric lavage. Xpert sensitivity was 36–
44% higher than was sensitivity for microscopy. Xpert sensi-
tivity in culture-negative children started on antituberculosis
therapy was 2% (1–3) for expectorated or induced sputum.
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Xpert's pooled sensitivity and specificity to detect rifampicin
resistance was 86% (95% credible interval 53–98) and 98% (94–
100), respectively.
Interpretation: Compared with microscopy, Xpert offers better
sensitivity for the diagnosis of pulmonary tuberculosis in
children and its scale-up will improve access to tuberculosis
diagnostics for children. Although Xpert helps to provide rapid
confirmation of disease, its sensitivity remains suboptimum

compared with culture tests. A negative Xpert result does not
rule out tuberculosis. Good clinical acumen is still needed to
decide when to start antituberculosis therapy and continued
research for better diagnostics is crucial.
Funding: WHO, Global TB Program of Texas Children's
Hospital.
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